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get a Ph.D at~.He also
mentioned an exchange program
with the Inter American Univer-
sity of Puerto 1&o .. another :F
means of nendtiftg Latino fac-
ulty. Hementianedhoweverthat
resultsfrom theseprograms -WI11
- take time and'p8tienee."
Asked why there were certain
white faculty members without
Ph.Ds in the elassrooms, Segall
responded that "there is a strong
argument that can be made for ,
bringing in black and Latino in-
structors and beating them 01'1
their heads until they enter the , __
Fn.D programs" but they simply







By EDWARD ASANTE and
TOM BABY
He said that "the main issue is
that we require a doctoral degree
for the professorial ranks." He
The Day Session Student Gov- went on to say that "we did not
emment sponsored an open fo- make up these rules, this comes
rum with .President Joel Segall from the bylaws ofthe trustees of
and the Vice-President Steven the City University," He said
Wertheimer, to discuss issues that the college must maintain
pertinent to the Baruch commu- its accreditation by following the
nity on March 8, during club regulations of the American As-
hours. sembly of Collegiate Schools of
Sean Mason, the president of Business. "We don't have a lot of
the DSSG, who also acted as the flexibility, their condition is that
moderator, began the forum-with a certain percentage of course
a speech addressing some of the hours must be taught by faculty
topics of student concern that he with Ph.Ds," That presents a
thoughthave not been satisfaeto- -.problem because "Black and
rilyaddressedbySega11andWer- Latino students are simply not
theimer. Mason cited the lack of attracted to Ph.D programs," he
said.-minority faculty members in the
college and the continued litiga- The problem, Segall said could
tion in the case of the Black and be tackled by "modifying search
Latino Alumni Association and and screen procedures ofrecruit-
Baruch College. ing," Stu.dents, he said could be
He also cited the use ofstudent allowed to teach on condition that
fees for the coverage of security theyenter·adoctoralprogtambut
costs at the Student AdivitieS- . since "the monetary awards sim-
ply not there" this has been quite
difficU1t. He alsos8idthat the
college has a1$O"beg:un a pro-
.graDi of identifyiiig~- --_ promising
- BladtandI.tiri~un~te
,;~_,~~o~¥~iaii:,:-_~ ._ ...









Center as some ofthe issues that
. needed to be discussed.
Representatives from Baruch ~nalso spoke about the con-
. College went'on a trip to Albany troversial menlo written by Wer-
on F~bruary27, to lobby on be- theimer on the formation of a
half of students for the restitu- Black and -Latino·-A!tJmRi asso-
tion of certain student services ciation in"'1985. 'There88C!D that
~raeepossiDle-eutbaeksintbe, Wertheimer-is ..~today is to
~8budget. offer somekind oresplanation as -
.-<' -TWO JDembers-of the n.,.SM- to what inspired him 1:0 make
:..;::,. . ., tGoYel11ment -l&Me suchcomnientsabouttbeBLAA."
~:-. - .--,- ,.:--,- ~~_C1(u'~,.;He_.'I* .ytbatSegaJlhad
-, 1'8present:ed the ~:boiy defended Wertheimer byaying
_ wIDle the-V'xe-~« De- thatconesbOuldnotbpjudgeciby
·--jONA.'tHAN-5TERN velopment.Ste_, ...tliei.., bia vieWs.- ..
h
represented the alumni of the Inhis explanation or~·laekof
Tanya ~yne, an u.wer ~ 0- school. . black and Latino faeu1ty mem-
~. '1~ll8thopethiaCODlDUttee. 'nlerepresentativesmetmaillly bers at the-eoHege,Segall ~d
lsn~~mgfonned~am~of with aides to the ccmgJeumen, that Barudl.ia not the only col-
paCifying a grOWIng conee?t assemblymen andaenators. lege that is facing a shortage of
~atudenta.andsome~lD- ~gtoNeJilbarrd,thellicles minorlty·-facuity. He said that
lstrators about increased I'8C1SDl were very -cooperative and they the vacancies-in the college care
"on c:ampus. . .'. showed a genUine interest in the taken typicallybyprofessOrswith
Steve Wertheimer, VIce.prem- problems \students face." She the credentials to secure" Senior
dent for development, said ~f went on to say that most of the appointmentsbytenure. Thereal
~blems ~e ~dre~d POSl- problems discussed -Were like problem,"he said is that-We don't
tim!, tbatlS,.W1th a Vlewtoward news to-them (aides)." have enough Black and Latino
finding..solutions,,, the outcome The issues discussed focussed faculty. ·If.you Pave Black and
should be helpful: mainly on the provision of stu- Latino f~lty, then you have
'1t would be mce ~ say that dent services such as the expan- Black andlAttirio administra-









Jonathan Stem, a mem~ of
the Lower CoU11C11on the: pay
SessionStudeiltGOvernmen~ haS- -
coordinated an ad hoc eommittee






there is a problem." .- ,- . _
Sternwent-OIl-to8aY~ -J·feeltM -_:-
iltiidlmt .populatiOft bas not"" - :<
dr__ the issue. It's been .: - ,
~-- -.- -a .--~ from the administra-
tion bas been positiw, but 8OIIl8
students are sk~tical. _-Lloyd
James,. an upper junior, said CJ:
think the time would be better
spenttbiDkjrtgai'ways-toedueate
the student hody about the vari-
ous cultures."
This could be done, he felt, tl})y
havingthe DSSGsponsora multi-
cultural program where the vari-
ous ethnic groups would eontrib-
te-"u .
"Hewpositive I feel about the
committee depends on what is-
sues will beraised, andhowtbose
issues will be dealt with: said .
The~al Aid Office has
announcedcbai1geamajorchange
that has. been instituted in the
financialaid application process
throughout the City University
ofNewYork~trectivethissemes- Director of Financial AidJames Murphy _
ter. . away with the need for filing ing the form to the financial aid
Anewfonn known as the Appli-. multiple forms." Murphy said. - officewbichwasthestaridardpro-
cation for Fedetal and State Stu- Private universities use the cedure for the CSAF form.
dent Aid (AFSSA) will replace financial aid application form Murphy said that "only SEEK
both the CUNYStudentAidForm known as the Financial AidForm students will still be required to
(CSAF) and the Application for (FAF) which is entirely different return the AFSSA fonn to the
Federal Student Aid (AFSA). from that used within the CUNY financial aid office but the proc-
According to James S. Murphy, system. Studentswhotransfered essingoftheirapplicationswillbe
financial aid director at Baruch, from a private college to one of faster." -
"The main advantage-of the new the CUNY colleges had to Start '1beapplica~onwillbeprocessed
application is that students will the applications procedur.e for at no cost to students. This is be-
only have to fill out one form to financial- aid allover again be- cause the federal government will
apply for all financial programs." cause the forms from the private contribute five dollars processing
In the past many CUNY stu- universitiesarenon-transferable. fee perapplication,andstateagen-
dents_Who,.applied,for financial Thenew~stemwil1doawaY"1th cieswill pay twO~~n~and fifty
aid.~lyusually had to:fill out this inconvenienceandforms will centsperapplicationrespectively.
bothth8 CSAFform-· which was 'be transfer-aBl&. ."Transfer stu- Baruch College will also pay an
used to determineeligibility i~r dents will on1y:have to fill out one additional subsidy ofa dollar per
. the'.I.'uit:ion-~~Prasnom ..•~al~"~~fer - -=: toa~ngeom-
'. asWett'-.Mi'tlliiii&iJe"aii~W-'~:~ __~-$D~'-~as-:._ . -_'- ..~ -
the~~~:~~t9appl;:-:oppo8ecltofi11miout_manyas . Inc. . Many _pri~ unjversitiea
_~__....tC.~JJ,,~~sand four forms in~e .past»~: -~~,~~~~~~~~~,«_~~,,"~::,"-,:;_~_
..~ .. ;._-'_.- .-. -._~~._.~- Tbi&iSA:_-__~b:p~',2...,~8il-St~tS
- . - . ..... - - eq -.. .' .,. . .' ..
-bMieaIlythe.-Same fiiformation -the processi..-titnefor~ toapplyfor~cialaid.Aplica-
they"bad to be filed separately in aid byalfci..... tl!e stuclents to tioas are now available at the fi-
ordertoapplyforfederalandatate mailtbeformdiredlytotheproc-nancial aid office and students
aid. -rile AFSSA form has done ' essing center as opposed to tak- are encouraged to file·before the
-------------....------
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Areyou eitergetic ~nd personable?
Doyou believe in pfovidingoutstandingguestservice?
Does leadership and innovativeness appea/toyou?
Doyou want to bepart oja winning team?
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Research Consultants
If so. we offer tremendous opportunities for you to associate with a
quality hotel and inreracrwith talented people.
Hotel Macklowe/Macklowe Conference Center is a 640-room luxury
hotel opening in May- We offer excellent salary and benefits, training
and progressive growth. and recognition of individual achievements.
Full &Part 1iIM Positions As:
Front Office Reps Concierge Staff
Bell/Door Attendents Telephone Operators
Reservations Agents





141 West 44th Street, NYC 10036
t:quo.l Uppomulily 1:lllpJO)-er M/F





Wilson and Nemhard also had
theopportunity to meetwith Ada
Smith, a former Baruch student
who is currently the senator of
the twentieth district in
Brooklyn. Even though she was
noton the list ofsenators to visit,
other items of interest to the
school were discussed with her.
Before the above mentioned
lobbying trip, there was another
trip in response to the Univer-
sity Student Senate leadership
weekend; where student leaders
from the CUNY system colleges
and the State Universitycolleges
got together for discussions of
various student issues.
The representatives for Bar-
uch on that trip was Delandro -
Wilson, Nicole Nemhard, David
Mitchell) Marcia Huggins,
Jaqueline Thomas and Wilson
Shum. This trip was according
to Wilson, "basically a learning
process" aimed at making stu-
dents aware ofcertain problems
and how to tackle them.
THE SYMPOSIUM GROUP
reposition of bulletin board
space. Instead of having a clut-
ter of flyers on the bulletin, one
large poster containing all club
events and activities will suffice.
TT: How would this idea affect
students?
Mathew: One large poster would
not only attract people's atten-
tion
but, would also make it more
pleasing to the eye.
TT: How long does it take to
make a poster?
Mathew: It takes 30 secondsbut
someone must he around to
watch
the machine. It involves man
power.
TT: Are other CUNYschools us-
ing it?
Mathew: Yes.
TT: Again, by producing one
large poster what will it do?
Mathew: It will enchance the
communication process.
TT: Howcan the studentgovem-
ment encourage clubs to adver-
tise?
Shum: First) notify clubs about
the expense as well as how to use
the
printer. Secondly, increase bul-
letin space.
'IT: How much do the posters
cost?
Shum; Two dollars for the large
and one dollar for the small one.
'IT: What-colors do they come in?
Shum: They come in blue, yel-
low, green and red.
Ticker: How large are the post-
ers?
Shum: Approxiametly 1,112 by
2)112.
'IT: Whyare the posters so large?
Shum: The posters are large
enough so that their recogniz-
able by
the students and, are not torn
down easily.
'IT: What is the student govern-
ment club doing to improve upon
the bulletin space?




Last semester, the Day Session
StudentGovernment purchaseda
poster machine that is to be used
in the production of quality bill-
boardadvertisements. The Ticker
conducted an interview with
Wilson Shum, vice president of
the DSSG and Apollo Mathew,
treasurer of DSSG, to find out
more about the poster machine
and how well it is being used.
Excerpts.
Ticker: What's the general policy
with regards to the use of the
machine?
Shum: There are three ways to
use the machine. Government
members have direct access to the
machines free ofcharge.
Clubs and organizations have
access to machines by either drop-
ping
by the student government office
or sendinga letter. Theyare billed
later. Baruch students have the
option of dropping by the office,
but




expressed thehope that there will
be a good response.
Nemhardsaid thatstudents will
be notified of any effects of this
trip in tenns of reinstating the
aforementioned services, other
wise the only way to find out will
be through the governor's com-
pleted budget.
In sum, Wilson said that the trip
was worthwhile because it gave
them an understanding of the
actual process the budget has to
go through and who really con-
trols the budget. "! wish students
will pay more attention to such
activities" he said.
Every college in the CUNY
system had the opportunity to
meet and discuss problems of
interest to their schools. Baruch
was scheduled on the same day
Continued onN~ Page
In preparation, the members of
the committee attended a "Bias
at Baruch forum held late last
month. "We wanted to see what
we could startworking on from a
perspective different from that of
President Segall," says Stern.
While Stern agreed that many
goodpoiniS~Were-rSised,he viewed
others as "irrelevant to the issue
of racism."
As an example, he cited the
demand to remove the "B proba-
tion" policy. "That's not a racial
issue. It holds for everyone."
Stern views strong student in-
volvement as critical to the suc-
cess of the committee. "Meetings
will be open to the student popu-
lation," he said. 'The effective-
ness ofthis committee is depend-
enton the continual commitment
from the students at Baruch.
That's where the key lies."
Anyone interested in joining the
committee or participating in its
activities is welcome to attend
the meetings and may contact
Jonathan Stern at the DSSG of-
fices in the Student Center.
plied that they were neverasked.
Segall said that "I have not been
invited and I think it is danger-
ous to get into these things where
people don't respect you."
Asked ifhe thinks there is any
way to remedy the situation be-
tween the Baruch Alumni, him-
self and the Black and Hispanic
caucus; he responded that "I
would like to work with both
groups. I have been convinced
from the beginning that both
groups could work together."
Questioned on the sensitivity of
the present alumni association,
Wertheimer said "I believe that
the BLAA did bring more facts to
light" concerning the welfare of
minority students.
Both officials said that the Bar-
uch alumni association is a com-
pletely separate body that makes
its own decisions. They also dis-
approved ofthe recent decision of
the Alumni Association to grant
money for the celebrationofBlack
History Month only on condition
that the money would not go to
funding a Jesse Jackson appear-
ance at this school.
While this forum was moder-
ately attended, there was much
open discussion and emotion on
the many issues facing Baruch
today. According to a spokesper-
son, the members of the Black
and Latinofaculty caucus did not
attend the forum because, they
"were insulted by the presence of
-Wertheimer." Both officials ex-
pressed the willingness to meet




Continued from Front Page
Continued from Front Page
Albany
numbers needed. Segall also said
that steps are being taken to,
prevent an unfortunate incident
that happened in January, when
students on academic probation
were debarred without a hearing.
In his address, Wertheimer
responded to what he called his
"notorious memo" and he read
out a letter he sent out after the
Black and Hispanic caucus sent a
petition to Segall demanding
Wertheimer's resignation. The
letter said that"! sincerely regret
if anything I wrote in paper gave
hurt or offence. Nothing could
have been further from my intent
or from my beliefs." He said that
his career and his "civic and per-
sonal life, my convictions and
actions are based on aggressive
records of support of racial har-
monyandequaljustice." He went
on to say that he has got some
"measure of comfort about the
decision of the judge where he
said in the final ruling that had
he found evidence of racial dis-
crimination in the case of the
BLAA,his ruling wouldhave been
different." He went on to say that
"to a great extent, I believe I was
that evidence."
Both Segall and Wertheimer
were asked why they had never
appeared at any of the "Bias At
Baruch" forums. Both men re-
Continued from Front Page
the academic community about
these needs, and advocate meas- _
ures necessary to meet the needs
so that CUNY fulfills its educa-
tional and social mission for the
new majority.
All campuses will have delegates
to the day long experience. In-
vited to listen, observe, reflect,
and react are Chancellor of the
University,JosephMurphy, along
with all of'his senior administra-
tors, college presidents and ad-
ministrators, deans of students,
membersofthe BoardofTrustees
of CUNY, city and state politi-
cians,andmanyothers. Students





Scholarships are now available
through the Undergraduate Com-
mittee on Financial Aid. The vari-
ous scholarships are primarily
based on academic excellence. Ex-
tracurricular involvement and fi-
nancial need will also be consid-
ered.
Students interested in applying
foranyof these scholarships should
pick up an application fOJ1Il in the
office of the Dean ofStudents, 360
Park Ave. So. Room 1702.
Completed applications must be
returned to the office ofthe Deanof












The Murray Hill andProfessional
Women's Club is sponsoring a ther~ isno.racia] problem at Bar-
schorlarship award to a qualified uch,ahecontinued, butthat'snot
woman who falls within the tradi- realistic. I suspect that we do
tional college age group, or a ma- (have a problem). It takes differ-
ture woman who has re-entered entformsinacollegesettingthan
the academic world in order to in the outside world. You can
pursue business or professional have a much more constructive
career with Iong-term goels. dialogue-in a-college."
Applicantsmustbeofjuniorc1ass According to Stern, there has
status, musthave atleast a "B" av- also been some faculty interest in
erage and indicate a desire and ca- this project. One of the commit-
pability for long-term business or tee members, Ernesto Lopez, is
professionalcareer;andmustdem- speaking with R. A Martinez a
onstrate a financial need. ·professor of the Black and His-
The deadline for the application panic Studies department to dis-
is April 7. Studentsinterestedcan cuss the his role in the commit-
see Carl Kirschner, the Dean of tee. "We'd like him to be in-
Students office or call (212) 725- volved," Stern said.
3347. Wary ofmaking any accusations
againstspecific people, Stern said
the committee will be "focused on
the institution, not on any par-
ticular group."---------------.....
.on ofchild care services, safety
nd security enhancements, ini-
iative on plurality and diversity
Ph.D programs) and services for
.sabled students. They also
iscussed the restoration of uni-
ersity-wide program cuts like
niversity .support services and
ollaborative programs. A pos-
ible senior college status for
edgar Evers College - one of
he CUNY colleges, by July 1991
as touched on.
While the aides were not in the
ition to give any assurances,
ilson said that "they promised
draw the attention of their re-
pective senators." He also said
hat the aides "were very recep-















For the first time in the history
of the City University ofNewYork,
an all women student conference
is being held. It will be a one day
conference convened at Hunter
College convened under the aus-
pices of the CUNY Women's Coa-
lition (CWC) and the office of
community relations of CUNY.
The date is Saturday March 24.
Throughout the .past several
months, students andfaculty have
been meeting to organize the
Student Empowerment Confer-
ence, a benchmarkin thehistory,of
the University. It will also be a
contribution to and celebration of
Women's History Month. The
voices of women students from
across the campuses will be heard
as they name the state of their
condition at the University.
The conference is free of charge
to those attending. It will open
with a Speahout, at which women
will address the circumstances of
their lives as females and stu-
dents. There will be several work-
shops addressing. such issues as
health, image, discrimination,
abuse, third world women, con-
sciousness raising, time manage-
ment, and gender andthe curricu-
lum. A mgblight of the Confer-
ence will be a deliberation and
ratification of the Women Stu-
dents Bill of Rights. All sessions
will be led by students.
The CWC adopted this project
during a Summer Institute for
female faculty held in 1988. At
that time, CWC members began
the deliberation and study of the
University as an institution whose
studentbodyhadbecome predomi-
nantly female. Approximately 60
percentofthe studentsare women;
at some campuses, they comprise
more than 70 percent of the stu-
dent body. The goal ofCWC is to
identify the needs of these stu-







The Baruch College Dean of
-Students Office of Expanded
Educational Opportunity of the
CUNY Graduate School will co-
sponsor a program: Opportuni-
ties for minority students in
graduate and professional
schools within CUNY on Thurs-
day, March 22,1990 at 1:00 P.M.
in room 1200, 360 Park Avenue
South. °
Juniors, seniors, and current
graduate students win be able to
become acquaintedwith Baruch's
MBA, MS; and MPA Programs,
th~CUNY Ph.d program in
Business, other Ph.D. programs
offered at the CUNY Graduate
Center and the program at the
CUNY Law School.
Students are advised to seek
information early and consider
academe as another possible
career alternative. For further
information, contact Ron Aaron,
Associate Dean of Students, at
(212) 725-3347 or in room 1702,




The Placement Office (PASS
Office) of the School of Liberal
Arts and Science will offer the
following:
Careers In Teaching Seminar,
Thursday, March 15, 1990.
Representatives from the New
York City Board of Education
and Baruch's SEES will discuss
application procedures and New
York State Certification.
The seminar will begin at 1:00
p.m. in room 1604, 17 Lexington
Avenue. All seniors considering
a career in teaching are encour-
aged to attend. For more infor-
mation please call 725-3012.





Chaos in the Market
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FAIR-WEATHER COMPLAINERS
CoratiIuud Oft P". 6
BCAA is over 10,000 of whom
8,500 are dues-paying members;
1,500 are recent graduates who
get free membership for the the
first year.
The BCAAuses it's resources to
fund numerous awards, grants
and scholarships to deserving
students, faculty and alumni. It
actsasa source or-seedmoney" to
fund new and innovative projects
and programs for clubs and
groups, whether social or profes-
sional for which funding is not
available from the College's lim-
ited budget. For example, just
recently $3,000 was voted to
subsidize threeforums sponsored
by Baruch's black clubs and or-
ganizations duringBlackHistory
Month.
It runs career seminars for
seniors and recent graduates;
works with the placement office
to secure jobs for our graduates
and encourages the retention of
school ties amongst the alumni.
The net result has been the rais-
ingofuntoldmillions ofdollars in
dues to the alumni association
and contnbutions to the Baruch
College Fund (the fundraising
ann of the College) to provide
Baruch students with the ameni-
ties of life that would not other-
wise beavailable. Inall probabil-
ity~ Baruch would stIll bemereJy
a "school"ofCity College, were it
Continued on Page 7
Some great historians and sci- .
entists have discovered that M-
rika was the birth place of crea-
tion and that the Mrikan woman
gave birth to man. They have
gone as far as to explain that
white people, as we know them
today, were actually grafted al-
binomutationsfromAfrikans, the
first peoples on the face ofearth.
Subsequently, the white albinos
were castedoutofA1iikaandhad
settled in caves in what is now
known as Europe. And it was
these cave dwellers, ironically
enough, after so many hundreds -
ofyears~ who went back to Afrjka
to rape .and imperialize and per-
Petuatetheconceptofwhite world
supremaey,
When wlfte Europeans went
baclt to~ they had discov-
ered a rich ami mYel.dviliza-
tion, far more advanced than
them. Itwastbi8reelization, this
inferiority c:om~which led to
Europe'sdiaboliea1systematic:--
ploitationanddestructionofAfri-
kan soil and Afrikan people. Itis
hen, with the vhite Emope8 Ds
inAfrikaand~subeequently,
withnative American IndiBJUI(or .
mere aecurately:iJldigenous
people, i.e. indipDOWl tothe land
in what white racists clumsily
labeled America and -mdiana,.
and I now use 80as not toconfuse
theAmeriC'8Jri~andCOllditioned
reader), that you see genoc;ide,
whichisa systematic destruction
ofa racialorcu1tura1 group, being
By RICHARD A. GOLDBERG
THE BARUCH college Alumni
Association'applauds the recent
decisionofFederal DistrictJudge
Owen, throwing out a lawsuit
brought by an unrepresentative
group of black and Hispanic
alumni to force the college to
accept them as a seperatealumni
association. The decision is not
only sound legally and factually,
but it represents a victory for
common sense and for all the
students, faculty and alumni of
Baruch College, ofwhatever race
or background.
The Baruch College Alumni
Association (BCAA) whichrepre-
sents about 35,000 alumni who
have graduatedfrom Baruch and
it's predecessor, tQ..e City College
School of Business and Public
Administration, is governed by a
Board ofDirectors consisiting of
approximately 60 dedicated and
representative alumni; white,
black, Asian, and Hispanic, from
all ages, classes and ethnic back-
grounds. It has neyer denied
memnbership on it's board to
anyone who wished to work for
the bettermentofthe collegeand,.. . .. .
in fact, actively encourages re-
.centgraduates to join the Board
and work on it's numerous/com-
mittees. Tote! membershipofthe
Justice Richard A. Goldberg ofthe




premacy stems from is the un-
derlYing notion that since white
people, or Anglo-Saxons, make
up roughly less than 10 percent
of the world and the other 90
some-odd percent are peoples of
color, thenwhite peoplefear their
extinction. Thus, the perpetu-
ation of the concept of white
. world supremacy.
RAPE: A,_Warning
Continued on Page 11
Tony Medina at the Cutting Edge
of the Cultural Revolution
The opinions' on the 0P-E0 pages are those of the individual writers, and
.do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker Editorial Staff. The
Ticker accepts only typewritten and signed opinion pieces for publication.
Op-Ed pieces should not be longer than 750-1000 .words.
In its pure unadulterated form
basketball can be a release from
many social problems. Yet this
sacred sport, injected into the
capitalistic arena, can become,
not a release from social prob-
lems, buta cause of them.
I can't express the sorrow that
I (and Tmsure the manylovers of
this sport)felt whenI heardabout
the death ofHank Gathers. In
the crowded world of collegiate
athletics this was a man .who
demanded our attention. Last
yearGaihershadled the country
in scoring, and in his senior year
he was leading his team, Loyola
Marymount, to much success.
This was a man who had a "great
future inprofessional basketball"
in front of him. This makes his
death so much more upsetting.
An "irregular heart beat" they
said it was. An irregular heart-
beat coupled with the stressful
environment ofa college basket-
ball game probably led to his
heart attack. Bullshit. They.
killed him. How, in God's name
can a college condone letting a
man with a heart ailment play
basketball. Of course Loyola
Marymount will say that their
doctors had clearedhim for play-
ing. Ofcourse they will say that
he wanted nothing more than to
play. Already there are those
who claim that there are many
professional basketball players
who play with the same ailment
as Gathers', as if this will ease
the pain ofhis mother and sister,
who both were at the .coliseum.




known as a second-rate school,
and from the looks ofyour school
newspaper, your hard earned
. reputation is most well deserved.
February 21, 1990
Vulgar Valentines
. Crossing the Line
To the Editor
tiently to play this sportofBird's,
By WILLIAM ST. LOUIS Magician'sandMo~s.What
IT cgA RITUAL in my neighbor- a beautiful sport this basketball
hoodandneighborhoodslikeitin is. So graceful and yet so full of
every city across America. With aggression. There is, in my opin-
the thawing ofwinter's icy grasp, ion, no sight in sports that equals
there occurs a metamorphosis the beauty of a man soaring
within our inner cities. As the through the air, over his fellow
birds return and the flowers be- JD8D, in his quest to deposit this
ginto remember beauty and life, glowing, burning orb in the bas-
there can be heard in every play- ket. Those who observe this sight
ground one visits, the sound of firsthand can do nothing but fall
leather against the newly un- hopelessly in love with this sport.
veiled asphalt. Some are tall, The players who are capable of
some are short, wide and thin; thistlightareinessence,forthose
they are thedi8ciples of ,these few moments aloft, lords of the
oracles. Oracles which are vis- sky.
ited by those seeking answers to The love-one feels for this sport
theirproblemsandanescapefrom is consuming. You look into their
. their crumbling environs., eyes andyou,see that this game is
Last Saturday I made my first often the only friend that they
trip, ofthisnewyear, tomy neigh- have. It doesn't talkback to them,
borhood park. I saw the -usual it doesn't sell them anything and
suspects out there waiting pa- itdoesn'trequire that they change.
-March 14, 1990 -Ticker - Page 5
ID my opinion The Ticker Val-
entine. Centerfold (February 14,
1990) was an embarrassment to
the entire school.
Editor's note: Sorry you were per-
My simple question to the edi- turbed over the Valentine's Day
torsis how do you, and the ad- centerfold. We ran t~ messages
ministration, hope to attract unedited to allow stude$ free ex-
. quality applicants to Baruch pression. In the future, you needn't
College by printing Valentines read The Ticker ifyou find. the paper
(
• ) ._1 _,;..1.. the--te offensive.
SIC· ·personzus '"'flott- RD'FI:HISl!i--l~'f~as-you---=--sa-'Y.-.Baruch is recJly (j--- -_.-., ... - ..
-OOwel-moving,pumping pel- second-rate college as reflected by a ---....:..----------------,-------~--:-~-----:--:----:-
vises...: and the like? second-rate student newspaper, does
I can only say that throughout that then qualify you as a second-
New York City Baruch College is rate reader?
.The St. Louis Perspective
Lords of the Sky
-c-














































The Ticker is published bi-weekly, I
seven times a semester, by The I
Ticker Editorial Staff at137E22nd
St., New York, N.Y. 10010; Room
301 F. All work except printing is
done by Baruch undergraduate,
graduate, orCUNY BAstudents. All
typed and signed contributions and
letters are welcomed, and should
be mailed to the above address.
Our office is open duirng regular
school hours. Any display adver-
tising questions should be directed
to the advertising or busines~




sky" notions ofbuilding awareness and increas- j'
ing communication between groups are heard
from the committee's well-meaning chairman.
The students ofBaruch don't need another dog-
and-pony show but instead need an active stu-
dent government.
fum the ad hoc committee into an advocacy
group to which students canLurn with coni-
plaints of prejudice or harassment. This com-
mittee can investigate charges and then report .
to its parent body, the student council. The
Council must then assume an activist role,
bring these charges into the public arena and
use its political clout to fight for solutions to
these students' problems.
While still in its developmental stage, the
committee should change gears and mold itself
into a true advocate for students. fum your
good intentions into a vehicle ofaction, and not
into a vehicle ofdeath ofa pressing issue at our
college.
Quotes of the Fortnight
LAST WEEK the Day SessionStudent Govern-, This administration's shortcomings are more
- .
ment held a student/administration forum fo- the result of neglect and red tape than of bad
cusing mainly on race relations at Baruch. It is intentions. Therefore, we mustmake ourwishes,
interesting that in spite of all the controversy not just our complaints, known on a regular
very few students showed up for the forum; most basis. This means keeping ourselves well-in-
ofthe students who did come were the ones that formed and participating in events like the one
played a part in organizing the event. This is most 'students missed last week.
sad and frustrating. Certainly in dealing with such a maddening
We have plenty to say about the administra- bureaucracy it is tempting to simplify the situ-
tion, but only to each other. For the administra- ation by abandoning negotiations and storming
tors we have only silence, until the next barrage the "Bastille." (remember last year's student
of complaints and accusations. The reflex is to protests?) However the current view ofBaruch
view the entire situation as "us against them," students would lead one to believe that every-
or to throw up .our hands in frustration and one would leave the Bastille as soon as it started
surrender, without trying - really trying - any- to rain.
thing else.
DON'T STUDY THE OBVIOUS
President Joel Segall commenting on the lack of
black and Latino faculty members
" I think the time would be better spent thinking of ways to educate the
student body about the various cultures."
Lloyd James, an upper junior, commenting on. the
Day Session Student Council's ad hoc committee on
race relations
" There is a strong argument that can be made for bringing in black
and Latino instructors, and beating them on their heads until they enter
the P,hD programs."
AN OLD ADAGE in politics advises that if you
want to kill an issue ofconcern, form a commit-
tee to study it.
The Day Session Student Council recently
formed its own ad hoc committee to study and
increase awareness of race relations on the
Baruch campus. This is the student
government's "me-too" committee, .paralleling
President Segall's committee on inter-group
relations.
Some may applaud this action as high-minded
concern about thealleged deterioration ofrela-
tions between different racial and ethnic groups
at Baruch.·· But students should not be deluded
into believing any real problems can be solved
by the committee, at least as it is currently
formed.
Why the suspicion? "The committee and its
members lack a clear vision oftheir mission and
purpose. They still cannot even decide on the
final name of the body. So far, only "pie in the
Se~Page 11
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invested in corporations that in-
vest in South Africa.
In legal donl1'Dents presented to
the~ the BCAA Pointed out
that the c:onc:lusion was inescap-
able, that, this suit was nothing
more than an attempt by a hand-
ful ofUDl'epresentative alumni to
form anindependentalumni asso-
ciation so they could use the
college's name toraise funds with-
out any accountability for their
use. They have never come up
with any plan as to what they
could do with the money nor have
they offered any programs, con-
strUctive or otherwise, to address
anj"specific probelms of the black
andHispanicstudents. Everytime
we have been close to an agree-
mentonforming an affiliate under
the umbrella of the BCAA, they
have rejected it, It seems obvious
their only purpose is to secure a
<
license to' collect money Without
accountability. Their interestis in
~eepingthepotboiling", notinre-
solving anything. 0
As the Court correctly pointed
ou~-pJaintiffshavenotintroduced
any evidence of political or racial
bias._.(T)bere is no supportfor any
claimthattheCoUegeismotivated
by an 'invidious discriminatory
purpose',"
Even the BHAA cannot claim
theBCANs position is discrimina-
torybecauseitknowsfull well that
~... . .,.' , ...o r.o ••'
-------------------------------------" i
I~------------------------------------: CALL: (212) 265-0510 AF"I'ER U :
I OR I
COME BY TIIURSDAY :
I
1:00, RM 712, 23 sr. :
hehas refused to work with us to
achieve common goals.. ~
We note that negotiations for
the affiliation of the Blaek and
Hispanic Alumni Association
with the BCAA have been held '
continuously over the past six
years. In 1981, agreement on
the terms of the proposed By-
laws for the affiliation of the
BRAA with BCAA was reached
in negotiations amongst the
BCAA, the attorney for CUNY
and the attorney for the BRAA.
Unfortunately, Joseph Sellman,
the chairman ofthe group, once
again rejected the proposal be-
cause of his unwillingness to
•. '.:.:..• _ 'If
$20















n ••• the outrageously false claim that $100,000 ofAlumni
money was invested in corporations that invest in South
Africa."
anaffiliate under the umbrellaof
the BCAA. We offered them
unlimited power to elect -their
own officers, set up their own
agenda and even to finance all
legitimate programs.
It is ironic that in a college
where "minorities-represent the.
majority of the student body,
some ofthem would want to form
theirown-alumni association. We
do not feel that they are repre-
sentative either of the student
body as a whole nor of the'''mi-
norities" they purport to repre-
sent. We see their movement as
an anachronism whose time has
long past and whose motives are
more rewarding and their ca-
reers more productive.
We on the Board ofDirectors of
the BCAA feel that the mission
ofBaruch College is assist in the
creationofamorecohesive,inte-
grated, democratic and free soci-
ety whet'e all can share in the
bounty of America without re-
gard to race, religion, ethnic
background or class. We feel
that by bringing higher educa-
tion within the reach ofall who
wish to learn, the economic dep-
rivation that has prevented so
many of our citizens and immi-
grantsfrom sharingin America's
wealth will be eradicated. The
economic root of discrimination
will be destroyed. Knowledge is
power and when all have equal suspect. accept 'financial controls and
knowledge, all will have equal We note that the Black and arrangements required by the
~wer. Onl! th~n.will. segrega- '" Hispanic ad hoC~as de- BCAA under its charter and
tion and discrimination be a clined to participate with Presi- agreements with the Baruch
thing of the past and will we dent Segall in addressing reten- College Fund.
truly become "one nation, under tion and placement problems. We note that rather than work
God, indivisible, with libertyand We note the Black and His- toresolvedifferences,.theBHAA
justice for all." panic ad hoc group has rejected a (now calling themselves the
We nevertheless recognize that proposal to secure official spon- Black and Latino,Alumni Asso-
there are some amongst us who sorship from the Department of dation) has constantly planted
see things differently. Theyseek Black and Hispanic Studies. misleading, deceptive and false
to maintain the differences that We note that they were then statements in the press, for
seperate us. They focus within urged to affiliate with the Office example, claiming' that one of
instead of without. They feel ofCollege Relations but that also the reasons President Segall
that by joining each other in- fell through when the College denied them recognition was,
stead of the whole, they can was unable to meet their exces- because they had black and
achieve their aims. Unfortu- sive demands for Baruch College Hispanicinterests,thatdiscrimi-
nately, the history of separatist Fund Board seats and monetary natory practices had permeated
movements does not auger well and physical resources. 'everydepartmentofthe College,
for their success: But this is We note that some years ago that they were being denied
America, andeveryoneisentitled whenthelrchairman'snamewas equal access to the College's
to their own point of view. Ac- proposed for a seat on the Board _ facilities as compared withsimi-
cordingly, the BCAA has ex- of Directors of the Baruch Col- larly situated groups and the
~nded to theB~ an invita- lege Alumni 'Association, he in- outrageously false claim that
tion to form their own group as' , sisted that it be WithdraWn, and $100,000 ofA]umni:money was
Co7ltinu.ed from Page 5
Alumni President
TBA VISIT TO MET LIFE
April 6th VISIT TO JP MORG~N
April 5th WORDPERFECT SEMINAR
18th Street Building
Rm. 1610 at 1:00 pm
-~._-- -- -",:",--:' -~.. ..:::...~~_.';. ..
""....
THE OFFICE TECHNOLOGY CLUB
For more information,
come to our general meetings
on Thursdays, during Club Hours (12:45 - 2 : 15)
at the 18th Street Building in Room 1662
March 22nd VISIT TO AT&T INFOQUEST CENTER
550 Madison Ave. (at 56th Street)
meet in front of building at 1:00 pm
WE LOOK FORWAR~TO SEEING YOU!
cordially invites you to attend the following functions:
March 14, 1_ ·T.....• Page7
not for the initial generous contri-
bution otinillions or dollars from
its n8meSake alumnus, Bernard
M.BaruclL
It is, therefore, orutmost impor-
tance that we'continue to do all in
our power to encou.ragethe spirit
orcohesiveness, loyalty and pride
inBaruch we have worked so hard
to achieve in the 21 years of our
existence as an Alumni Associa-
tion. To aDow indivdual groups of
alumnl;whether well-meaning or
not, to form their own alumni
assoriations,usethecollege'sname
to ~eet fonds without anyac-
countability for their use, and to
factionaJize and divide the alumni
wouldsurelydefeateveryt}ring the
BCAAbas worked to achieve over
the years.
Our financial resources should
be utilized to help our students
and to build a strong alumni base
ofsupport rather than to be dissi-
pated in the mevitable dues solici-
tation hattIe between competing
alumni associations. Such an
onguingcompetitionfor dues would
not only waste each group's re-
soun:es but undoubtedly would
«turDoft' vast segments of our
alumni who presently make the
annual contributions so vital to
the daily operation of the College.
An internecine war of this nature
would quickly dry up alumni sup-
port as first confusion and then .
annoyance and then disgust sets
in. It is not difficult to figure out
who the real "losers" would be. It
would be the students who rely on
these funds to make their brief
sojourn at Bat,u:h more interest-






manufaetured to wipe ,people(s)
ofcolorfrom the face «theearth-
Cops are used as SA troops and
replace America'a uncIelpound
KKK, ~hoare still nmningram-
pant and running the country(in
Bush and hiding in Bush)!
And now, along with the edu-
cational system, along with the
media, along with AIDS and
Crack and now Ice, we.are faced
with whatthe Indiansfaced wben
they welcomed the white Eur0pe-
ans from the Mayflower and sat
with them at the Thanksgiving
Day table with them, and subse-
quently, traded their land and
livesfor cigarettes and booze; we
arefaced withwhat6 mil1ionJews
facedinGennanywhen theywere
shoved into ovens by Nazis and
MasturbatingAryan Psychos; we
are faced with what 800 million
Afrikans faced when they were
murdered in the hulls of slave
shipsandmurderedin the middle
passage and murdered in the
Home of the Free by white su-
premacists, by white racist dogs,
and by yet more Masturbating
Aryan Psychos from hell. Geno-
cide is upon us. It has always
been upon us in this so-called
civilized society. Ifwe expect to
be here in the 21st century, we
must educate ourselves about
genocide, about white world su-
premacy and the destruction of
Afrikan peoples from the face of
the earth. Ifwe fail to educate, to
agitate, to criticize, toattack and
defend; if we fail to unite, if we
fail, to become self-detemiined
andself-reliantandloveourblack
selves, we will die we will die we
will die!
which manufactures negative
images and stereotypes of
people(s) of color, brain washing
the white populace intobelieving
the stereotypes, and set up to
keep people(s) of color ignorant,
illiterate and babbling and
mumbling and dyingin the back-
ground. The drugs that began
infultrating and plaguing the
black and Hispanic communities
in the 50's and 60's are genocides.
They were used to divide and
conquer and wipe out the revolu-
tionary black masses, who were
risingup with self-determination
to fight the racist while devils of
the power structure of this soci-
ety.Genocide. Genocide. Geno-
cide.
And so here we are at the cusp
of the 21st century. AIDShas
been manufactured in white su-
premacist Hitleresque science
labs, with the direct intention to
wipe people(s) of color from the
face ofthe earth. To cover up any
suspicions that this might be a
conspiracy, white male homosexu-
alsandintrovenous drugabusers
were labeled as being high risk
factors and carriers. Then it was
sai d that AIDS carne from a
monkey in Afrika (another stig-
matization). Then it was -said
that Haitians brought AIDS to
the United States from Haiti
(another diabolical lie and stig-
matization). And then, finally, it
had been reported that black and
Hispanic women were the high-
est risk factors. This would imply
that black and Hispanic males, or
any other race of males, should
abstain from any sexual contact
with black and Hispanic women,
who by nature produce children
of color and pose direct threat to
the minority of whites in power,
dying off from lack of melanin
and tbe. superiority of people of
are largesec:tionsof Afrikan
Americans.and otberpeople(s) of
color. Fortunately, insiders dis-
turbed by the c:iunpaign reached
the media and Afrikan American
health specialists and activists
shot R.J. Reynolds' death mer-
chandise down.
But R.J. Reynolds, a tobacco
manufacturing corporation,
.whose business grew off of the
backsofslaves ofthe slavemaster
Reynolds' plantationin the south,
and who has managed to per-
petuate yet another diabolical,
capi talistic genocidal' tactics
through the recent onslaught of
Salem cigarette ads, in which a
young black youth, who looks
about 0 16 or 17, has a young black
femalein one hand, a cigarette in
the other hand, is sporting a gold
chain anda rappers pose with the
caption reading, in full and bla-
tant old, worn out slang: "Fresh
on the Scene".
This is genocide. White Amer-
ica has become a world power,
because of its brilliant use of
genocide and economic manipu-
lation. To conspire to kill a group
of people and their culture is one
thing; but to make money offof it,
as weB, is phenomenal!
Ifpeople(s) ofcolor, i.e., peoples
of the Afrikan diaspora, want to
be here in the 21st century, we'
must realize that we are in a daily
struggle to survive. The war on
drugs is just a ploy. The war has
always been on people(s) 'of color.
Genocide is nothing knew. The
educational system is a genocide
designed in crippling minds,
simply by lying to white children
about the greatness of their an-
cestors and by excluding the rest
of the world. The media (the
television industry, film indus-
try, newspapers and
magazines,etc.) is a war machine,
. Afrikana 'enslaved :in America
Co7atiIuIetl (rrm& p,. 5 -were gruwing:in large numbers.
Thewbite-man in America knewCutting Edge thattbisposedagreatthreatto
him, because by nature Afrikans
are a superior people for the
put into practice. '.n1eEwopeans simpl~that theyarepeopleof
went into Afrika with a bible, the Sun, which gives life; and
using God as a genoci~ as a white Europeans, descendants of
weapon and instrument to per- cave dwellers, lack melanin(a
petuate their own evil andbarba- pigmentation which protects one
rousactsagainstbumanity. And . from the strong rays of the sun)
they did this all in the name of andarerejectedbythe sun, which
God. In fact, they enslaved the causes them to get skin cancer.
Afrikan'smindsimplybyrobbing So, the conspiracy in America,
them oftheir concept ofGod and in accordance with other white
replacing Him with one with European power structure alli-
European (blonde hair and blue- anees, to systematically rid the
eyed) features, whichis the white worldofpeople(s) ofcolor, people
Christ figure that is dominant in of the Afrikan diaspora comes to
most of the churches inour soei- light. Imperialism has only been
ety and skillfully, with great practicedbywhite Europeansand
success, manages to rape the Americans. Racism and sexism
subconscious ofpeople(s) ofcolor and class status have been ere-
daily. ated by white Europeans as a
And so when we come to result of imperialism. Thus, one
America, alreadyviciousperpetu- who speaks of the conspiracy of
ators ofgenocide and white world white world supremacyand geno-
supremacy, because of their take cide, would be called paranoid.
over of Indian land and brutal But paranoia stemsfrom assump-
extermination of Indian culture tions. And there is so much evi-
and people, the 0 Afrikans are dence (such as the recent mur-
enslaved and used to create capi- ders ofMichael Griffith and Yusef
talism and a market place for Hawkins and many, many oth-
America. Thus, the relative rise ers, tragically), that oppressed
of America individuals fearing for their lives
as an economic world power. The in a society bent on destroying
Afrikans enslaved in the United them and their people, under
States were consideredcattle and these real and drastic
not human beings. And it was conditions,cannot possibly be
their free labor, which gave birth paranoid.
to capitalism as we knowit today. Just last December and Janu-
Thus, after the Indus- ary, ithad leaked out to the press
trial Revolution, in which ma- that R.J. Reynolds, a tobacco
chines replaced the work that a . corporation, was manufacturing
human being was forced to do, a cigarette, Uptown, that was
the Afrikans ~nslaved in Amer- aimed at the black community.
ica were no longer necessary or The company was putting on an
needed. This became the -White ad campaign to begin launching
man's burden.- He had a major the cigarette ads in Philadelphia I
problem on his bands, because and Harlem, areas where there
Sponsored by Day Session Student Government
10% of profits donated toward the betterment of student life at Baruch!
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Spring is here; why be left out in the cold?
Royal blue satin jacket, quilted lining, Baruch College
logo silkscreened on back only $40.00.
Still available autumn's leather and wool jacket with
quilted lining. $115.00 includes your name embroidered
on the front and the Baruch College name on the back.
Sizes: small, medium, large, extra-large.
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Robert Mores who proposed that
"Free Shakespeare" in Central
Park should be abolished. His
theory suggested that there
should be charges for Park per-
formances. This, the Ticker felt,
undermined the basic purpose
free recreational facilities in New
York City.
. .... '
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The Ticker was awarded first
prizein the special Featurescate-
gory ofthe Undergraduate Jour-
nalism Award Competition ofthe
Alumni Association. 'nte paper
also received an Honorable men-
tion in the Editorials category.
presented history Professor Wil-
liam Turner Levy, who spoke
about "FDR-The man and the
statesman." According to Levy,
this was probablythe onlymemo-
rial service in honor of President
Roosevelt, other than the wreath
ceremony held before his grave,
in April 12.
Several members of the Filipino Club share a good time
uiith: Concepcion Bernal.
\
Eleanor Roosevelt, the "First
Lady" appeared for the second
timeat Baruch College for a spe-
cial memorial eerviee to former
Preai4ent Franklin Delano
Roueevelt. TlDaspecial eventalso .
other things,"I hope you can ·re-
tain the editorship, but for a to-
tally different reason. I believe
that it may give you some re-
sponsibility and maybe, just
maybe matureyou. You certainly
need something. Nannal people
do not advocate the draft for
everyoneexcept themselves. Oh,
1 forgot, -you are criminally in-
sane,"
1959
become conscious ofthe problems
facing the elders but were given
a chance to meet some of them.
More importantly, we gained per-
sonal satisfaction in beingable to
bringjoy into three people's lives
even i fi t were just a coupIe hours.
--To the seven ofus who went, this
was a learning experience and
though it was only first visit, it
sure won't be our last.
.......
.. .
----'-------...,.;.-----....;.....----=....... :' ....~ ...:. .- ..
-~-.-_ .. - . --- --------- -- ---._--.__.----- _._----- -------- ~ ~._ ..•_-------- .._.~-- ----~- ,- - -,.... - - -- ... ~ _.- . - .-- ---
"It is evident that a
major problem the elderly
in our community face is
loneliness."
while. Among POROT'S activi-
ties are: group discussions 01dif-
ferent subjects that members may
be interested in; a meal program
wherein food is delivered to a
qualified disabled elder; and for
those who cannot travel alone, a
travel companion is provided to
accompany theelderly toand from
a specific location.
Our visit proved to be very suc-
cessful because not only did we
1969
By CONCEPCION BERNAL
On Friday, February 23, sev-
eral members of the Filipino-
American Club including Pearl
Mayo, Chrisitne Briones, Cecilia
Sioson, Jeannie Manalo, Joey
Mayo, John Padilla and myself
visited DOROT- which is an
organization geared towards
comforting the elderly in the
community. The purpose ofthis
"fieldtrip" was to increase our
social awareness through com-
munity service. In doing so, we
diverted attention from our- "
selves and focused on others
around llS.
It is evident that a major prob-
lem the elders in our commu-
nity face is loneliness. Thus,
DOROT has organized a pro-
gram wherein volunteer social
workers would devote some of
their loneliness even for just a
FEATURES LOOKS BACK
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missions toreview universitygov-
ernance and Cuny admissions
policy.
FormerVice PresidentHubert The Psychology Society pre-
H. Humphrey was the principal sented a group ofcolleagues, who
speaker at the First Commence- explained andillustratedhow po-
ment Excercises of Baruch CoI- etry couldbe used to treat various
legeonJune 12, in Carnegie Hall. psychologi~ly-relatedphysical
The Board ·ofHigher Education_diseases.
made a move in a proposal which An angry ex-girlfriend who was
called for the representatives of quotedoutofcontext, submitteda
student,faculty,almnniandcom- letter to the Ticker after it was
munity bodies to participate in denounced by the Reporter be-
the new University structure. cause it bashed Jay Siegal, an •
-rileRestructuringofGovernance . eveningstudentcouncil represen-
at City University,"approved the tative, and the non-matriculated
council of oversees concept, in- new editor of'the Reporter(and of
vitedstudent--faeu1tyad m inistra- . course, her ex-boyfriencL) In her
tiOD. to..replace tJ1e .existinguni- openletter,sbe~dedJaytbat
venitY-wide' bGfird bylaws, and only matriculated can edit school .
estahli-bNt two University com- :Dewspa~ She said, among
- , I ._
HEARTS, DIAMONDS, 'SPADES AND CLUBS
FILIPINO-AMERICAN CLUB
REACHES OUT TO ELDERLY
From left to right: Joey Mayo, Cecillia Sioson, Dorot Executive Director-Vivian Ehrlich, Filipino











-interp ers onal relationships
DEADfINE FOR VOTE~ - March 30, 1990
I
The decisions should be based on professor's:
-c ontrib ution to student Life
4,84. FARD FILL DE GIPEN TO THE RECIPIENT OE rOE MOST vorss
Page 8 • Ticker • March 14, 1990
HEALTH AWARENESS WEEK
Sponsored by: Departments of Student Personnel Services,
Health & Physica! Ed., QMU AiDS Educational Task Force
Health care professionals will be available all week to answer
jyour questions and advise you on how to stay healthy.
i
~ WATCH FOR FLYERS AND POSTERS ANNOUNCING SPECIFIC EVENTS AND DATES.
lege education, doesn't make it to
the NBA. Does the coach who,
just last season professed his love
for you, helpyoufindajob? What
job can an uneducated college
graduate get? There is no way
that the NCAA or the colleges
will be able to regulate and fix the
problems ofcollege sports. There
must, some sort of federal inter-
vention.
I agree that college sports can
be, for many, the only way to
attain a higher education. Yet
when I see some of my brothers,
who, in their quest to play ball for
Syracuse, practice in a gym or in
the park 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, I realize that ~ome­
where somethinghasgone wrong.
This ironic sight, ofhigh-school
players playing "hookey" in order
to attend a "good" college, is be-
coming more and more common.
At my neighborhood park there
are the aspiring "professionals".
Unfortunately, they have ye~ to
learn a lesson from Bias and
GatherS: even lords are mortal.
Continued on Page 12
and dismissals. Thisa180includes
control over all forms of public
life.
-ntese are old features that
need to be replaced," said Osi-
atynski, because they failed.
Instead of changes in economic
policies, there should be changes
in the eeonomie system. Also, the
. failure of economic reforms was
part ofa more complex approach
in where there was an attempt to
combine central planning with a
built-in market factor. This sys-
tem refers only to current deci-
sionsmadeconcemingallocations
of resoureee with already exist-
ing capitalism.
Osiatynski went on to say that
all of the three fundamental fea-
tures of a communist system
shouldbeeliminatedandreplaced
with parliamentary democracy.
- But how do -you introduce such
reforms?
Part ofthe answer, according to
Osiatynski, lies in setting politi-
cal pre-conditions. "There will be
lots ofhardships involved in the
process,"but the final results will
come from the parliamentary
elections of the local government
because the "local government is
where the power is and where the
corruption is." Osiatynski said if
you want to build some type of
reform inPoland,youhave torely
on some type ofstructure. There-
fore, setting the political stage is
important in structuring an eco-
nomic program which will even-
tually lead to"a free market.
Part of'Poland's economic prob-
lemhas-to do WithstabHizing,the
economy. This means Combat-
ting high inflation. "Prices have
been on the increase from the
very beginning of 1989," said
Osiatynski, due to the excessive
decline in the purchasing power
of the population.' However, the
government deficit has been re-
duced by cutting subsidies on
products such as coal, fuel, en-
people don't seem to realize is
that an NBA player can risk his'
life at his own volition. Acollege
player, on the other hand, should
not be allowed to decide wether
he will play or not. He is not
getting paid and in no way does
he have a contractual duty to
perform. The onus was on the
college to require that this man
notplay. Nota doctor and not the
player. ~_
Those students (remember they
are students) who choose to par-
ticipate in collegiate athletics
shouldfind a pure experience that
builds their character. Yet I see
my brothers and sisters used as
oil in the machine that is big-time
college sports. Gathers, Bias,
Daniels, Manley; all of them in
some way were abused bythe sys-
tem. .
Something must be done. Many
youngmen and women allow their
quest for professional athletics to
cloud theirpursuitforknowledge.
Whatbecomesofaman who,after
relinquishing his right to a col-
By SAMMIE PEREZ
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Polish Economic Minister
Studies Free Market
Lords of the Sky
The Philip Morris Program
returned to the College with fan-
fare on Wednesday,Marc:h 7,1990
to17Lexington Avenue's 4 North
lecture hall, for an in depth per-
spective 'on the changes that are
overtaking the communist world.
The audience, composed of
economists, academics, students
and 'other, guests gave a Warm
Vfelcome to their guest speaker
Jerzy· Osiatynski, the Polish
minister of economic planning,
who in turn expressed cheerful
salutations as he began to speak
about the changes needed to be
introduced in Poland in order to
establish a free-market economy.
"If you look at the history of
. general development of Eastern
Europe, Soviet Union included,
you win see that there have been
many instances ofself-defense-to
reform the system with so called
'new goal' policies," outlined Osi-
atynski as he spoke about the
current situation in Poland and
how it relates to the free-market
economy. Then he offered pos-
sible solutions to correct certain
misgivings thathaveevolvedover
the years which need to be
changed,
According to Osiatynski, some
of the fundamental features of a
communist-type governmentare:
1. State monopoly in owner-
ship of factors production which
involves the'Central Plannerwho
decides where toproduce, what to
produce and how to produce. .
2. Organizational structure of
the entire economy in wherethe
. -Central-Administration .makes
"decisions on' whattermsto pro-
duce and sell, and administrates
-the various enterprises.
3. Supreme role of the Com-
m unist Party- "The double subor-
dination system" in where the
party has an inconsistent right to:
supervise and interfere with de-
cisions made by small individual
enterprises. The instrumentused
to interfere with these decisions
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Reporting an attractor to the
club should include all details
which will enable all other
members to verify its existence.
The club also audits chaos
systems based on IBM OS/2 as
they become available from
system sellers. Special empha-
sis is given to open systems
which reveal all their logic and
formulation. Members will be
notified immediately of the
audit results.
Chaos Trading Seminars are
given downtown Manhattan
every day from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Outside of New York seminars
can also be arranged on week-
ends and holidays.
The club is a 24-hour 7-day
continous operation to accomo-
date the needs ofall members
in different time zones. I am in
constant touch with all .mem-
bers to facilitate the exchange
of ideas and infonnation. I call
all members every week! Com-
plicated formulae and attrac-
tors are faxed or mailed.
To become a member please
call (800) 248-7506, or (718)
275-6292. We would appreciate
it very much ifyou informed all
good traders and market
chaologists that you know of
this unique club.
Continued {rom Pag~ 7
Alumni
President
the'BCAA, consisting ofa repre- '
,sentative and responsible group
of -dues-paying alumni, among
whom are many black and His-
panic members, a number of
whomhave served as its officers,
including president- (quote from
Judge Owen's decision) voted
unanimously to oppose-BHAA
The BCAAis devoted to secur-
ing a better life for all members -
ofthe Barueh community. Ithas
programs in place and in opera-
tion .to achieve that end. The
BHAA has yet to formulate any
eonstnlctiveplan, much lesshow
to achieve it.
In short, it is a shame that so
much time, effort and money had
to be squandered on what is
clearly nothing more than an
attempt to gain access to funds
by a handful of obstructionists.
It is interesting to note that their
attorneys, a so-called "public
interest" firm, had the temerity
to submit a claim to CUNY for
$110,000 for their services in
bringing this frivolous lawsuit.
The BCAAhopes that CUNY will
reject this claim as well and use
the money for the-benefit of the
students and not the agrandize-
ment of the BHAA'slawyer.
The BCAA stilIstands ready to
"accept as -a :chapter-or-affiliate
any responsible group ofalumni
who wish to organize alonggeo-
graphic or special interest lin
.so long as they have the best.
interests of the College at heart.
The black and Hispanic group, as
presently situated, has yet to
demonstrate that.
Chaos systems are very com-
plicated. There is a lot of work
in them. For each investment, a
chaos system has to find its di-
mension, the nature ofvarious
axes, the attractors, and
generate a gravity field around
the attraetors to predict the
point where a' price trajectory
will hit the attractor.
Since it is 80 complicated some'
system sellers tried to oversim-
plify the situation by avoitling-
the attradors all together! What
they really do is fit in the
regular two-dimerisionalprice
charts with non -linear relation-
ships of todays price as a
functio~ofprevious prices.
Most of them just choose
arbitrarily todays closing price
as a quadratic function of
yesterday's closing price. This
of course is cheating and defi-
nitely not a chaos system! It is
just a feedback system.
You have to be very careful
when you buy a chaos system.
Most of them cost more than
$10,000. Ask the seller ifit
users attractors; otherwise, it
might just be a simple feedback
system. Ask the seller ifhis
system has been audited by a
respectable trading club. Ask
other members ofyour trading




Members of this club are
experienced traders and
chaologists interested in
applying chaos theory to
speculative markets. They feel
that chaos trading is something
unique and revolutionary that
does not fit well with other
trading clubs and associations
that deal with obsoletemethocls.
They encouraged me to found
this club in 1989 and act as
their coordinator.
Members are expected to
either contribute new ideas or
facilitate the understanding of
new concepts and systems. New
chaotic attractors will be named
after the members who :first
reported them to the club.
Of course nobody sells a good
system but you can use it as a
starting point to modify it and
create your own personal chaos
trading system. You can
incorporate into your system
any information and experience
you get either trading or '
interacting with other members
of your club. No ifs and or buts!
You have to start doing it now!
Nobody else will do it for you. If
you do nothing you get nothing!
,~
chart as a fractal and u~some
standard complicated dimen-
sion formulae.
You will also have to decide
what axes to use. You cannot
use absolute prices for these
axes. You will have to use
differentials~-Forexample, for
one axis you might use the ten
day momentum which is the
price today minus the price ten
days ago:- For another one you
might use the fourteen-day mo-
mentum. For another one you
might use the trade volume
today minus the trade volume
seven days ago, ect.
If the proper dimension is
used.and the proper axes are
used, you'll see that most of the
points concentrate in certain
regions. These regions are
called the chaotic attractors.
The attractors have some sort of
gravity field around them which
attracts all other points in the
vicinity ofattractor. _
Most attraetora are compli-
cated shapes in many dimen-
sions. You cannot~ them
with the naked eye.but can
visualize them with vector
analysis and fractal geometry.
For example, the stock market
index attractors are six-
dimensional monsters!
Ifmany investors discover the
same attractor, they will try to
capitalize on it all at once and it
will disappear! It is therefore to
your great advantage to keep
your mouth shut when you
discover an attractor. There is
a trade-off between glory and
money! The only time you
would consider revealing your
attractor is only to members of
a small trading club in ex-
change for their own attractors.
Join an exclusive arid expensive
trading club. If the annual fee
of the club is $2,000, you can be
sure it has less than 100
members.
Continued from previous page
"Of course nobody
sells a good system but
you can use it as a
starting pointto modify






Chaos Theory has proved that
--all other systems are really
'garbage! For example, many
traders use moving averages;
what they really do is smooth
the price charts and take the
volatility out which is the most
important element of a chaotic
system! Even traders who use
cycles are doing it the wrong
way; they use periodic cycles
whereas the real cycles are not
periodic, they are expanding
cycles! .All this means that the






traders know the intrados
charts; as a matter of fact, they
alll00lt ,similar! They are not
Euclidean shapes. They are
fractals, i.e., shapes where a
smaller part Iooks ~i~.}~ to the
original one., f. e
In"order to understand the
market shapes, we have to
reshape our thinking and logic!
We have to get used to the new
branch ofmathematics called
fractals. Every price movement
should be considered as fractal.
All popular wave formations -
can be explained with fractals.
For example, the Elliott Wave is
a standard fractal formation
called the Takagi Profile;
moreover, we 'can extend this
fonnatioll to three dimensfon:s
in a beautiful new shape called
the Mount Takagi.
Many chaos traders know that
most chaotic attractors are
fractals such as the Henon
attractors, the ginger breaden,
the Julia sets, and the Mandel-
brot sets, Since chaos trading
systems are considered the
"Holy Grail'iof speculative
markets, I 'expect fractals to
become very popular.
t .• ~ - - -.
Continued on next page
ATTRACTORS
The two-dimensional price />
charts, we are all very familiar
with, look completely random.
All those chart formations such
as head and shoulders, flags,
zigzags, trendlines, ect, can be
easily generated by random
walk or tossing a coin for head
or tails. There is nothing
special about them. Inorder to
see the hidden order you have
to go to more dimensions you
need you'll have to consider the





Chaos is a Greek word for
disorder. However, lately they
found out that many times that
disorder is indeed optical
illusion! This phenomenon,
where there is' an order under
the illusion of disorder, is called
Chaos. In a few words, Chaos
in English now means some-
thing that looks random but in
reality it is not!
They quantized this phenome-
non with mathematical equa-
tions and came up with a new
field of science called Chaos
Theory or Chaos Mechanics. "
These equations are-nonlinear,
in contrast to-the old economet-
rics where they were forcing the
whole world on linear equa-
tions!
The initial conditions or seed
values of chaos equations are of
paramount importance; that's
why sometimes they are called
butterflies'. This has to do with
the butterfly effect where even
the wings of a butterfly might
influence the weather,
ChaosTheory as a discipline
belongs to the dynamics which
also include other nonlinear
phenomena where initial





We were all educated in
Euclidean mathematics where a
small part of a mathematical
shape is simpler .than the larger
original one. For example. a
tiny part of a circle looks like a
straight line. However; all
It was a massive education of
all people on Chaos. Everybody
was so excited! But most of
chaos applicationswere on
physics, engineering, meteorol-
ogy, and biology. Very little
was published on economics.
The few Ch~os economic papers
were mainly coming from the
University of Wisconsin, The
New York University, the
University of Chicago, and the
University of Houston. These
papers though were impracti-
cal, over mathematic, and not
encouraging.
Meanwhile, I published some
comments in various newslet-
ters and the word spread
around from mouth to mouth of
my work on chaos. I currently
receive phone calls and letters
daily from all over the world,
from Japan, Brazil, Gennany,
Australia, and Alaska! Some
investors even come to New
York just to visit me! At last I
have been vindicated! I've
convinced the whole trading
world that chaos is the only way
to go! I did it my way! A ball-
room dancer found music in the
chaotic pits!





In 1981 I abandoned the
academic world and since that
time I've been a commodity
broker. I wanted to be right in
where the action was! I would
trade till four o'clock and work
on chaos systems tin midnight
and most of the weekend, The
only thing that could keep me
off trading and chaos was
ballroom dancing! I have been
athree-track man since then!
My wife of course did not enjoy
our new lifestyle and we ended
up in divorce in 1987.
Dr. Basil Venitis is a commodity broker and chaologist. He obtained
his Ph.D in physics from Ohio University in 1973. Since then he has
worked in the futures industry 8$ a broker, trader and professor.
He has done extensive research on trading methods and he was the
first one to apply Chaos Theory to speculptive markets; that is why he
is considered by many traders as the father of Chaos Trading.
By 1987 some very popular
books were published on Chaos
Theory and Fractals. A couple
of them made it on the New
York Times best-sellers list!
There were even a couple TV
programs on Chaos.
Chaos! I immediately realized
the enormous potential of
Chaos theory for the speculative
markets. The other professors
and traders could not share my
enthusiasm; as a matter of fact,
" they thought I went completely
bananas over a new theory like
that.




Meanwhile, my colleagues in
the futures industry were preoc-
cupied with chart formations,
moving averages, oscillators,
and cycles. That was another
sort of nonsense that was
encouraged by the brokerage
houses as generating a lot of
trade signals and of course
commissions! No wonder more
than 95 percent of their com-
modity clients were losing
money!
When I got my Ph.D. in
physics, in 1973 there was no
such thing as Chaos Physics.
Chaos phenomena showed up
for the first time in 1977. At
triat time I was the professor of
Management and Commodity
Trading Advisor. My colleagues
in academia were preoccupied
with Keynesian Economics,
Linear Econometrics, and the
efficient market hypothesis. As
a libertarian-economist I felt
uncomfortable with all that
nonsense!
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With all that garbage circulat-
ing both in the academic world
and the real world, you can
imagine it was love at first
sight when I first encountered
•• " .>,
~,
Woody Allen. best director?
s
Diane W"JeSSt from "Parenthood.'"
None for "Glory," but Freeman got a
nod for "Daisy."
March 14, 1990 -Ticker."'"
James Earl Jones and Kevin Costner




Tom Cruise is Ron Kovic. (Born on the
Fourth of .Julv)
.t...~~----i __-_, .
DRIVING ~ISSDAISY, t~e slow-paced comedy drama about the rocky 25-year-old friendship between
an elderly white Southern WIdow and her black chauffer recieved the most nominations-nine. The movie
-·-i16~-theBroadWay-ptay·tllat-isti1h1inningllerein"New York, was-wntten byPuhtZefPr"ize-wInne '
Alfred Uhry.and reflects the subtle"racial and social changes that have evolvedin the South between 1948
and ~973. The .. story coppedp~minationsfo~bestp\cture, best actor (Morgan Freemen); best actress
(~essIca Tandy), best suppOrting actor (Dan Aykroyd), best adapted screenplay (Alfred Uhry), art
direction, costume design, film editing, and make-up.
The best director category appears to the be least interesting this year with Oliver Stone, Woody Allen,
Peter Weir, Kentleth Branagh, and Jim Sheridan gaining nominations for BORN ON THE FOURTH OF
JULY, CRIMES AND MISDEMEANORS, DEAD POET'S SOCIETY, HENRY V, and MY LEFT FOOT .
respectfully. The money man here appears to be PeterWeir, who's direction in DEAD POET'S SOCIETY
wasclear, concise, andbreathtaking. Whetherornothehas the Hollywoodclout to win remains tobeseen.
He did,howeverrecievecritical ac1aimandaudienceapproval in 1984 whenhe directedHarrisonFordand
Kelly M~i11isinWITNESS. InDEAD POETS SOCIETYWeircaptured the veryessence ofthe beautiful
landscape around the school in all its seasons. He made you feel a certain closeness with the film that
CoatiluIMl Ol& JIfIIle 21
Joining Morgan Freeman and Tom Cruise in the bestactor category are Robin Williams (DEAD POET'S
SOCIETY), KennethBranagh (HENRYV), and Daniel Day-Lewis (MYLEFTFOOT). These nominations
appear academic though, as the main battle is bound to be fought out between favorite Tom Cruise and
the even money Morgan Freeman. In the bestactress category Isabelle Adjani (CAMILI..E CLAUDEL),
Pauline Collins (SHIRLEY VALENTINE), Jessica Lange (MUSIC BOX), and Michelle Pfeiffer (THE
FABULOUS BAKERBOYS)joinJessicaTandy in therunningfor the top female performer honors. Tandy
"appears to be the odds on favorite but Jessica Lange and Pauline Collins hadstrong performances in both
their respective films. Unfortunately, the acedemy chose to bypass the efforts of Meg Ryan (WHEN
HARRY MET SALLY), Andie MacDowell (SEX, LIES,_AND VIDEOTAPE), Kathleen Turner (WAR OF
~ THE ROSES), and Sally Fields (STEEL MAGNOLIAS), tour woman who deserve a nomination just as
~ .mueh, ifnot more so, than the females who received the nomination.
"::r
~
.~ Probably the biggestbattles for Oscargold will onceagain be fought in the trenches ofthe bestsupporting
;:; actor andactress categories. All the nominees look very impressive and choosing a winner will no doubt
pose a large problem for academy voters. Who will get the gold for best supporting actor? Will it be the
favorites,DanAykroyd(DRIVINGMISSDAlSY)andDenzeIWashington(GLORY), theevenmoneymen,
Marlon Brando (A DRY WHITESEASON) and Martin. Landau (CRIMES ANDMIS~EMEANO~), or
the long-shot, DannyAiello <DOTHE RIGHT THING). On the other side ofthe coin Brenda Fricker(MY
LEFT FOOT), Anjelica Huston and Lena Olin (ENEMIES, A LOVE STORY), Julia Roberts (STEEL
MAGNOLIAS), and Dianne Wiest (PARENTHOOD) will lock horns for the gold in that category.
On March 29, 1990~leyeswill be focused~nLosAngeles'SHIRNEAUDITORIUMas the 62ndAcademy
Awards Ceremony WIll commence, in its usual brilliant fanfare, reaching a national and international
television market well into the hundreds of millions ofviewerss: .
:! As usual the big box office mega hits of 1990, like BATMAN, INDIANA JONES AND THE LAST
. ~ ?RUSADE, LE~WEAPON 2, and BACK TO THE FUTURE II-movies that helped propell the.
~ Industry to a $5.5 billion pot (Its best year ever) did not fare to well when the nominations were read in
t~e wee h~ursofthe morning on February 14,1990. Instead, and more or less typically, the nominations
.were dominated by a bumper crop ofless flashy, more dramatic, and in some cases smaller offbeat films
released in December. The academy was better than recent years as many films from the other 11 months
recieved generous mentions, but to the academy it it is obvious that late NovemberlDecember is the time
for them. .
BORN eNTHEFOUR'fif-OF-Jl:JLY;{)tiverStone'sepic·taleabout-the~ap()fVietD81D-.veteJ'8nRon.
Korvic,a paraplegic who 'found 'himself thrust into political radicalism, garnered 8 nominations that
included best picture, best actor (Tom Cruise), best director (Oliver Stone), best· adapted screenplay
. ~ (Oliver Stone and Ron Korvie), cinematography, film editing, and best original score (John Williams).
. :. ~. Also cited for best picture nods were DEAD POET'S SOCIETY, the Disneyfl'ouchstone drama about a
. ~ rebellious teacher at an overly strict all boys school, FIELD OF DREAMS, the feel good baseball movie
.,:~b;~-~r;;;;;';;JT~;!"'.i of the year starring~vinCostner, and~ LEFTF~, this y~ar's foreign film offering from Ireland.
.')LIi *!III Left out ofthe best picture shuffle was Spike Lee's critically aclaimed film, DO THE RIGHT THING, the
," much ballyhooed ENEMIES, A LOVE STORY, WHEN HARRY MET SALLY, and GLORY, the gripping
tale starring Matthew Broderick, Morgan Freeman, and Denzel Washington, that chronicled the history
behind the first black platoon during the Civil War. Many insiders pegged GLORY to be a shoe-in for best
picture nods and its non-nomination in that category and others has angered many people. While anger
is prevalent over GLORY's skimpy nominations (five in all) those associated with Spike Lee are seething
overreeieving only twonominations (bestoriginal screnplay[Spike Lee]andbest supportingactor[Danny
Aiello]) for DO THE RIGHT THING. Many feel Spike's film caught the short end ofthe academy's voting
stick in the the best picture, best director, and best original score categories.
~THE 62nd ACADEMY AW
Denzel in "Glory."
Jessica Lange. (Music Box)
Spike Lee and Danny Aiello share a
moment in "00 the Right Thing. ,.
Anjelica Huston in ··Enemies A Love
Story"
By Glen J. Spangler
Q: What is this?..
avos 31GOON N3)1JIHJ S,~'13gdWVJ :V
Q: An Edwardian style triple weighted grandfather
"clock chimes once, pauses, chimes ten more times,
pauses; chimes twice more ans stops. What time is it?
.. ·Ul~g~ 1~q1l,jl, •
10J IIRJ AII~m~R ~..OA P!Q ·){~OI~ M~U ~ osaqomd 01 ~W11
oq l~~J U! PlnoM 11 ·~UO.IM ~Ie nOA '00:0 I P1~s no~ 11 :V
Continued from Page 11 think that someone should do it
for them, someone should take
care of them. So, the lack of
entrepreneurship is "widespread
probleminPoland.Subsequently,
in order to help the new govern-
ment succeed, the people should
help themselves. "Ifyou want to
help us, help yourselves. You
must
understand that the way out of
thissituation is by taking care of
yourselfas much as possible,"said
Osiatynski. There are many
opportunities tofind new employ-
ment and open new horizons.
As a member of the Polish par-
liament, the 47-year-old Osi-
atynski serves on the Economic
Policy Committee, and is chair-
man of the parliamentary plan-
ning committee overseeing con-
structionandindustry. Heisalso
a member of special commissions
evaluating government, and eco-
nomic reform.
"I can't tell you how one comes
from a communist system to a
free market political democracy,
but I'm sure that we will accom-
plish it, and I promise that once




ergy supplies, housing, hot water
and heating. There is a great
optimism in Poland because it is
now less dependant on the Soviet
Union but, nevertheless, to get
rid of communism is costly. Al-
though the totalitarian systemin
the Soviet Union is breaking
down, and Eastern European
nations are looking for the path
to democracy and independence,
"there are no alternative ways of
supplyfor gas andelectricity than
the ones that make us dependent
on the Soviet Union," said Osi-
atynski.
Brit the most important di-
lemma facing Poland is the much
needed political and social sup-
port. "People enjoy social secu-
rity and now they face unemploy-
ment," said Osiatynski. "Since
the state in the old system used to
take care ofeveryone nearly from
the day of their birth until their
last days," people are unwilling
or not mentally prepared to set
up new businesses because they
;
Want a say in bettering student life at Baruch?
Join Day Session Student Government.
3 positions available:
1 Upper Council Member (Senior or Junior)
2 Lower Council Members (Sophomore or Freshmen)
'We .seek people who will put time, effort, andahilities toward
fulfilling ·these positions' responsibilities while maintaining a
2.5 grade point average.
Apply: Room 409, Student Center
Day Session Student Government
Only you can make the difference.










Ruthless I Epic Records
Produced by Dr. Dre, A.T.L.
& Laylaw
RATING 112·










WHAT ABOUT TIllS LOVE
Mr. Fingers .
Alleviated Music
Produced by Larry Heard
RATING ••• 112·
~
A new record by Mr. Fingers
has been released, and it is al-
ready a classic. Anything by Mr.
Fingers is guaranteedtobe good,
no questions asked.:You can tell
a Fingers record a mile away-
flowing pianos and heavy bags-
they have a very distinct sound that they have maintained over the
years. You can glide, you can stomp, and you can certainly drive to
these records. .
"What About This Love" is no exception. Side A is quiet, smooth, and
has light vocals throughout. Side B is the dub version, where the
vocals are less frequent andmorejazzy, and all the classic 'dub-house' .
sounds fall right into place: the hand clap, the drum roll, the drum
sweep, and of course the melodic piano accents.
. .The-Finger-s-.~rganjzatio~"_which.includes.-Mr...Fingers,. FiDger•._
Ine., FrankieKnuckleS; vocalist Robert OweDS,aDd Marshan
Jefferson (just to name a few), have that magic touch. Songs they
have produced include "Mysteries of Love," "Bring Down the Walls,"
"Tears," and "Never No More Lonely." The list is endless, but you.get
the idea. You know the next line by now-"go ahead, buy it!".
Another work from the West
Coast (too bad we are on the
East Coast)-that just doesn't cut
it. Do not get me wrong-I like
some ofthe music being made-on
the WestCoast ..Unfortunately,
this cut, "Murder Rap," is not
one of those songs. "Murder Rap" has a tiresome' drum track whose
speed varies, giving the impression that something is wrong with
your turntable. There is .quite a bit of sampling going on in this
record such as various sirens, which has worked for co-producer Dr.
Dre in the past, but not this time. On this particular record (ifyou
want to call it that) the sampling comes offas random noise. The rap
is the only facet ofthis song that I found remotely entertaining. The
artists relayed the message that most West coast rappers are
talking about now,crime) and more specifically their criminal
activities. I even find this style ofrap to be (surprisingly) authentic
and can believe that these ·West coast groups are really living that
way, which adds credibility to the artists. Overall, I wasdisap-
pointedby"MurderRap"becauseexecutive producerEaq-E usually
puts out good hard core hip-hop hits and this latest effort falls way






You've heard"Going Back To My
Roots"before, youjustassumedit
was called "I'll Bass You." This is
a thumper of an import from
Germany that has been around
for a while, so ifyou're interested,
.buy it now.
Side one is "Going BackToMy
Roots,". which has_.a mixture of ..
heavy bass, taunting piano, and Rob Base's "Woo-Yeah! ("It Takes
Two")" sampled in there. There's a little moaning and a little talk,
and is guaranteed to move you. I'd -say this version could pass for
(ugh) hip-house ifsome idiot decided to rap to it. I hope I didn't give
anyone any bright ideas...
But wait! The flipside need not be ignored. "Rich In Paradise" is
strictly bass. It is THICK. I find it very attractive house because it
is heavy on the bass and easy on the lyrics. A. girl says "I'll Bass You"
every now and then, right before the break. And what a break it is.
For all you deejays, "Piano In Paradise" is a great lead-in. It is
strictly a piano break, and has fantastic mixing possibilities. What
more can I say? You know it, you've heard it~o pick it up.
•
.~ - - - - .. - - --. -_.---........--.~-- ---- .
guys,-which i~jrritatingenough, chrOnized.I was just,.talking
we have crowds, on' a much larger' aDOut.E4eritmsNew.Jackphase·
scale, doing dances such as the . we're caught up in, with the likes
Bus Stop, Yes, the original, back- ofGuy andBobbyBrown, have
in~the--.1_Q~~:LB.l!fLSJ-9~.J ~~p~cj~l~. J!~~~ ~mi_Il~~e. Th~,~~ J~._~~.
don't like this one-:-here's .the way. you.are going to 'catch.me
picture: Twoor three people start, doi~gthose"MCHammerisms"-.
a couple more notice and join in, I only try those for that chick in
then they ten two friends, and the mirror. These moves are a
they tell twofriends...Prettysoon, mite too masculine for a girl to
everyone on the floor is moving in get away with, although many
unison, four steps forward, four women do not hesitate to hump
steps back,-kick, spin, kick, go.' the air or their partners.
Yes, it is ridiculously outdated, Which brings us back to the
anditalsotendstoclearthefloor- original premise, couples. The
the crowd squeezes the non-Bus- only time guys RUN for a female
Stoppers off the floor by kicking partneris when the deejay throws
and spinningand taking up space. on the Rockers. This is the sce-
Then we have those who are in nario: YQu will find women being
that should-he-void area, "hip- lifted up against every available
house." What happend here is inch of the wall, their partners
this: One guystarts tohoparound, grinding their manhood against
sort of sliding and sort of "MC them, apparently trying to
Hammering." Some other guy achieve penetration through
(his friend, usually), starts doing their clothes. This is interesting.'
a little jig, hopping alongside of Sort of like the Lambada, except
him. Then, we have a small group reggae dancing is much slower
of six to eight guys hopping than the "sensual tango" Lam-
around, in' synchronization. bada claims to be.
Sometimes they even figure out I am not saying that we should
how to do the opposite step, so be doing ballroom dancing, nor
while one steps to the left, the should we shape ourselves into
other steps to the right. (It's not the images ofFred Astaire and
impressive, just a waste of valu- Ginger Rogers. We all cannot
able floor space.) Iftheyare really be as great as Paula Abdul,
feeling hyped that evening, they leaping around and tapping our
will have a duel, where one hops shoesoff, I'm notaskingfor rules
at the other. Kind of like break and uniformity. Swing the way
dancing, back in the days. Re- you want. Dance with the fellas
member the Rock-Steady Crew ifyou must, guys. I let the music
and the Dynamic Breakers? . move me, thanks. I do not need
They would battle on the dance or want a touchy-feely sweaty
floor, seeing who could outdancel guy hopping all around me to
outlast the other, beingbacked up enjoy the party. Just let me go,
by old freestyle music or that leave me some space, and I'll have
bordering on hip-hop. a good time. I'm not asking for
Which brings me to the next much...Picture this: A girl is
genre-hip-hop. We've got that asked to dance and does not have
Californian MC Hammer, who to worry about punchingher part-
spends a lot of time stomping and ner for rubbing he-r the wrong
grinding. Most rappers have way, if you know what I mean.
backup dancers who do that syn-
.:1 ..
4..., .,«: r...; ~ ~
Carrie Larrier's
First, a few words on the
Grammy Awards-I give ~t TIlE
GAS FACE•••
"They" claim that the Lambada
is a Brazilian dance.aaze.thatis
sweepingthe nation. Pmnotsure
who «they" are, or if I'd call it a
"craze", but apparently the press
is interested-probably due to
ratings week. Although no one I
know is signing up for lessons, I
know they are being offered (as
per the flyers): "Fridays at the
Palladiurn-Lambada!" Once
again, I don't know anyone who
goes to the Palladium or even the
type of crowd there these days.
My guess is the YuppielWASP
crowd.
By now, I'm sure you've seen
it-the Lambada dancers have
appearedon practicallyev.ery talk
show and every newscast in re-
cent weeks. If not, here's the
scenario: The music moves pretty
quickly, as do the dancers, as they
are linked at the pelvis. You see,
the couples keep one thigh
clenched betWeen theother's legs.:
If you think for a minute, you'll
get the picture. Oh, how could I
forget-the women are extremely
scantily clad, and the men aren't.
One good thing about the L8m-
.bada is the fact that there are
actuallycouples dancing. When I
go out, I see small crowds ofguys
"dancing" together. "Dancing" is
in quotes-because to me it seems
to be FAR from dancing. Here's
the scenario: Imagine a SATUR-
. DAY NIGHT FEVER scene on a
smaller, tighter scale. There are
one or two guys in a circle about
six feet in diameter. Surround-
ing them are a bunch of people
about three or four heads thick-
just watching the "show." Even-
tually someone falls or crashes
into the crowd and then they all
disperse; not very interesting.
Besides these little pockets of
VCR!
Floor
- ._._-_._---_ _-- ..-.- -.; 7... »









To schedule an appointment, contact:





The Blood; Drive Lottery
and WIN a 35mm camera,
a telephone answering machine or a
"The Sky's the Limit (almost) Lotte~
Anyone who completes the medical examination-whether or not they are eligible to donate blood-will
utomatically be entered into the lottery. The number of prizes that will be awarded by random drawing
epends on you and the total number of blood donors! .
Here's how it works. If 100 donors participate, one lucky person will'receive a 35mm camera. If 150 .
onors participate, one will receive a camera, another lucky person will receive a telephone .answering
achine. If 200 donors participate, one receives the camera, another receives the answering machine, and
third lucky winner will receive a VCR! '




industry feels that the only way
an artist (mainly male)· can be
interesting to the public is ifhe is
surrounded by females at all
times. Just to name afew "inter-
esting" videos, there is David Lee
Roth's "California Girls", Motley
Crue's "Girls, Girls, Girls." And
who can ever forget Robert
Palmer's MTV series document-
ing erotic cloning?
There's no way of stopping this
situation because men love itand
it sells. I'm only asking for equal
rights.
Michelle Shocked's new video
"On the Greener Side" displays a
whole rowo~n dancing while
she singsand playsguitar. These
male specimens are kept in place
by just flourescent lime-green
bikinis. Unfortunately, thisis only
one island in a whole sea ofvideo
cheesecake. If there are going to
be so many female sluts in music,
why nothave the same amount of
male sluts? It's only fair.
tional copyrighted English group
also named Raw Deal. This was
somewhat of a setback but with
. sales of the LP approaching
20,009 units it is a nominal prob-
lem. KillingTime currentlytours
throughout New York as well as
parts of New England, and a
nationwide tour is planned for
the summer. A second album is a
passibility. .
Lead singer Anthony Comunale
sums it up best when he says,
-nus music isn't about fantasy;
it's about reality and what goes
onarounduseachandeveryday.·
-PatM, J(eIIIICI
Left to right: Carl Porcaro, Anthony Comunale,
AnthonyDragq, Rich McLoughlin
the name Raw Deal and was in-
stantlyaccepted by the listening
audiencesat the sold~Sunday
matineesin tbeeverpopularclub,
CBGB. Theirfirst demo, entitled
RawDeal, wasaninstantsuccess
and sold out the first and only
quantity. '11Ieymoved on to play
venues such as THE RITZ and
IRVINGPLAZA,openingforsuch
bands as Exploited and Circle
Jerks. '1lle nextstepfor the band ,-
wasvinyl. 'nIetl'acksCSrightside-
and -sacktrack" were featured
on Blackout Records' Where The
Wild ThinpAre_. a compilation.
So where does the name Killing
Timec:cmeftom? Itcome£from a
"
legal problem with ~ intema-









The topic today is the role of sole purpose was to dance around
women in Rock n' Roll. Why ar~ while Alice sang. Why? Didtheir
"oolyfemalesexploitedandmostly dancingimprove oradd to Alice's
seen as objects of sexual gratifi- song or performance any? No, it
, cation,especiallyinheavymetal? onlytookawayfromit. Butmaybe
First, let me say that there are it was a planned diversion. -
plenty of women in the music Then there's Madonna who
_scene today that are very tal- knew that the only way she could
ented and don't necessarily have be recognized, was to declare
tostrutaroundinlingerieinorder herself a "Boy Toy." She has yet
to achieve stardom. What I'm to release an album with any
talking about, though, are the depth or intelligence-only Iinge-
countless number of women in rie tips.
Rockvideos, album covers, maga- And what can I reveal about
zines, etc. who parade around Cher that she hasn't already
half-naked. revealed herself, Cher, however,
A perfect .example was Aliceo.f\J is intelligentwhichmakes it even
Cooper's performance at the more pathetic that she is so im-
American Music Awards last age conscious and completely
month. He came out on stage to untalented in Rock n' Roll.
perform his latest single (I don't I'd like to see Chrissie Hynde
remember what) with an entire with the rest ofthe Pretenders in
legion of Scantily clad bimbos. the semi-buff'performing at their
The women were dressed in next concert.
leatherandspikedheelsandtheir It seems as though themusic
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Killing Time's new LP,
Brightsi4e~ has proven to be a
~xampleoftheNewYork
Hardcore scene in 1990. It's the
third month of the new decade,
.and in retrospect, it is hard to
believe thatmanybands that pio-
neered in this style of music no
longer exist. In fact, almost allof
the bands that comprised the
early New York Hardcore scene
have since expired or arecur-
rently reorganizing. This would
notbe outofthe ordinaryin most
music circles, except for the faet
that this music is not even a
decade old. Therefore, the bands
whicharestill aroundhaveshown
to-prove the old DaiWimaif--
phrase, "survival of the fittest."
Brightside is a testament to the
music which has survived in the
Hardcore ~ne- the strongest.
Perhaps the band's success can
be attributed to the fact that this
band is a collaboration of the
members' common ideals, and
that it has evolved for this rea-
SOD. ThemembersofKillingTime
are there as a result of the dis-
contenttheyexperiencedwith the
bands they were in. Lead singer
Anthony Comunale was in the
band 8s a result.of a falling out
with the members of his former
band, Token Entry. Drummer
and lyricist Anthony Drago and
guitaristCarl Porcarocame from
the bend Breakdown. Killing
Timebashadtwomembersleave
but the band has stayed with its
original theme: make music free
frOm the things that nled band
members about contemporary
B.an1core and heavy metal.




Placido Domingo as Samson
Samson Brings
The House Down
he arrives she lures him on with
her ardent embraces, singing the
famous aria "Mon coeur s'ouvre a
In Saint-Saen's opera "Samson ta voix" (My heart at thy sweet .
and Dalila," the herois presented voice). She persuades Samson to
as a nobler character than the tell her his secret. He finally does
legendary biblical strong man, so, telling her that his strength
who was something of a bully. comes from his hair. While he is
The brilliant voices of the three asleep Dalila gives him a haireut,
principals in the current Metro- rendering him helpless. _He is
politan Operaproduction makttit surroundedbythePhilistineswho
excitiQg and a delight to hear: blind him and take him PQ~r.
tenor 'Placido Domingo as In the third act we see Samson
Samson, mezzo-soprano Shirley chained to a grist mill. As he
Verett as' Dalila, (one of the few pushes the millstone aro~dand
major opera roles written for a around in a circle the Jews taunt
mezzo) and baritone Alain Fon- him for his weakness. Samson is
.,.cIary as the High .Priest.. ··Their .led.~\\"a.y_bybi~j~J~~_~clJ:!~~P
. singing more than compensated to. the_Temple of.~~ w'here.a
for the histrionically lackluster WIld bacchanale IS gomg' on m
Interpretations. Of the three, celebration of the victory over
Alain FondaJry realized his role Samson.~!:Ieis !eviled ~Y: Dalila
more completely. and the High Priest. He 18 placed
The religious tone of the story is before the altar ofDagon between
indicated by huge stained glass two pillars, and his strength is
windows which emerge from the suddenly restored He pushes
darkness as the curtain goes up. against the-pillars until they fall
We hear the lamentations of the and the temple comes tumbling
Jews who have been enslaved by down, killing the Philistines and
the Philistines. One of the un- Samson.
usual aspects of this opera is the Th~ guest conductor, Charles
oratoriowhich Saint-Saens wrote Dutoit, led the orchestra at a
for the Jews as they pray to their slow ~~ whic~ weaken~- the
God to deliver them. They begin dramatic Intensity ofsome ofthe
to grumble saying He has de- scenes. -
serted the~. Samson enters and This production datesfrom 1964
reproaches them for their doubts. and it shows. The sets look ~red
The Governor of Gaza appears and -o!d:, t~e -stage bare -at times
and orders "the Jews to stop especially In the second ad. Per-
making a disturbance. In the haps thisproduction wasdesign~
ensuing fracas Samson kills the for the smaller stage of the' old
Governor. The Jews flee. The house.
High Priest of Dagon swears "S~sonandDalila" wasbroad-
vengeance on all Jews. In the cast hv~ on February 1~ by Tex-
meantime&msonraisesanarmy aco which celebrates ItS 50th
to defeat the Philistines. He re- season oflive Saturdayafternoon
turns victorious. Dalila appears radio broad~ts this year from
with her attendants and she the Metropohtan Opera.
entices Samson while 'her maid- Camille Saint-Saens (1835-
ensdancearoundhimseductively. 1921) was born in Paris, France
He lumbers around the stage .and ~an his. car~ as a child
dumbfounded by .these shenani- prodigy, m~ng. his debut at
gans. Fortunately his sidekick eleven as a pianist, He was a
the Old Hei>rew (sung by bas~ prolific c~~r, writing wi~
John Macurdy, who is one of the equal facIli~ In all of the m~c
treasures of the MetrQpolitan genres. He IS remembere? for his
Opera roster) rescues him from concertos and symphomes, the
Dalila's clutches. popular tone poem -nan., Ma-
InthesecondacttheHighPriest eabre" and an orchestral suite,
of Dagon tries to bribe Dalila to "The Carnival of Animals.-
lureSamsontoherhomeandfind cSamson and Dalila- is the only
outthe secretof'his strength. She on~ofthe teno~rashe composed
refuses themoneysayingshe will which has survrved,
do it for revenge. She waits for






.Free Admission with Baruch College I.D.
Suggested Donation, $5 per family.
Don't miss it I!!
More information? Call 725-3057.
Saturday, March 31, 1990
1~ noon -- 4 p.m,
Baruch College Studeni Center
137 E. 22nd Street
Scheduled performances include a magic and puppet shows, trained-dog
act, clowns, face painters, wacky hat maker, arcade games, balloons,
caricatures, personalized children's books, music and arts & crafts for
the whole family. Light refreshments and vendors will also be on hand.
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Billy Buru:he will portray Jesus Christ
March 1~, 1998 -TickerAris - Page18
How GODSPELL Has
·Been Cast







Ernest Ta John the BaptistJ Judas
Roge~Aguilera. "Hero"
Origina1ly,twoadditional actors werecast: Courtney.Gayle as the
-pather- type and Kayleaser·Moss as the "Career Woman" type.
'riley ead1hadtoleavetbe cast to.fill other obligations, reducing the
cast from ten to a more practical eight.
Cast
Music director Wade Russo
What GODSPELLIsAbout
GODSPELL follows the Mat-
thew Gospel from John the
Baptist's prophecy to the Resur-
rection. There is little or no
"straight acting" in the play, and
the roles, exceptfor thatofJesus
Christ (Billy Bunehe) are vague
and shifting. It features the
teachings of Jesus Christ, spo-.
ken by Bunche as Christ and
acted out by the rest·of the cast.
. ·c01ltUJu«l.PDi/fe<-*i
cast. "We couldn't possibly get .
more than ten actors on a stage
in the Studio Theatre.- (S0me-
thing like WEST SIDE STORY)
"wouldbeimpossible. Sobecause
we don't have .the auditorium,
and I did.think it was time for a
musical, the question was, wTurt
small musicai would be good?
and so for our particular singers
it just struck me that the music
in this show was perfect. And I
like StevenSchwanzverymuc;b.-
(The play was adapted £rUn
. Bible excerpts in 1971 by John
Michael Tebelek and -Steven
Schwartz and was a huge suc-
cess on Broadway. The music
won Album of the Year at the
1971 Grammy Awards.)
"I've always thought that this
student body- not universally)
but certainly alotof people 3!:e .
really interested in religion. So
in that sense, for the Baruch
College audience I also thought
the show was appropriate. In
space and in audience,"
Ariadne Condos buiiding a model ofthe set.
Why Susan Spector Chose
GODSPELL
"First of all," says Spector, "1
thought that this was the year
that we should doa musical, since
we hadn't done a musical in two
years. And because we had to
work in the Studio Theatre I was
very limited in the shows that I
could choose; it had to be a small
freelance for Baruch and take
charge of major aspects of the
play. Wade Russo, the music
director, teaches at Tisch School
of the Arts, Juliard and Circle In
The Square. Ron Cunard, who
"choreographed GUYS AND
DOLLS and FOR COLORED
GIRLS... for Baruch will also cho-
\
reograph GODSPELL. The cos-
tumes are being designed by Julie
Abel Shevin.
A
BUY TICKETS .FOR GODSPEU'
MARCH 28TH
By GLEN J. SPANGLER
Find a permanent marker..- Now write the following
on your forehead and in a prominent place on every
article ofclothing you own:
Ifall goes according to the current plan, tickets for this
semester's school play, GODSPELL, will go on sale in
the lobby of 17 Lexington Ave. on March 28th. Y0:U
might try calling 725-3271 before then, but if this fails,
darken themessage on your forehead as it fades.
The play should actually be performed on April 18-
21 and April 24-28 in the Studio Theatre, room 911 of
the 23rd street building.
The Baruch Speech Depart-
ment, which brings us all of our
Official School Plays, brings us
GODSPELLas well. Susan Spec-
tor, a professor who teaches act-
inghere at Baruch (veryenthusi-
astically arid very well, 1 might
add) is directing, and Earl Bovell
and EvelynJimenez are acting as
herassistants, Ariadne Condos is
the assistant set designer and
James Halifus is in charge of
publicity. All four are students in
Wolfgang Hull's play production
class and/or one-time students of
Susan Spector, like 'many of the
people involved in the play.
Everyone in the play production
class, in fact, is participating in
,r
some way. Wolfgang Hull is the
technical directorandalso the set
designer he also worked on THE
DINING ROOM last semester.
Some -profeesjanals will





shower New York and the nation's capital in a hail of Nuclear
warheads. Fortunately for everyone involvedJack Ryan (Alec Bald-
win), a CIAanalystwhOhas beengiven themundane taskofprofiling
biographies ofSoviet navy personnel, know the real reason why the
renegade commander has runaway with the sub.
That's the set-up for the film as it was for the best selling novel,
andjustlike the novel, themoviekeepsyou on the edgeandneverlets
~ go.
~ Jack Ryan tries to convince Washington ofhis suspicions orwhat
~ Captain Ramius really has in mind. Ryan feels from his research of
~ Ramius that Ramius really wants to defect to and n~destorythe
~ United States. But, can he sufficiently convince the J'oint Chiefs of
:; Staff, who are afraid ofWorld War III, that Ramius wants to defect
and not annihilate?
Ramius commandsthe most powerful submarine ever constructed,
that carries enough warheads to destroy halfof'the East Coastofthe
United States. What are his real intentions? Are Ryan's suspicions
correct? Ifso, does Washington risk annihilation on the basis ofan
analyst's hunch?
In comes the U.S.S. Dallas, an American nuclear, submarine
submerged in the Atlantic. The Dallas tracks the RED OCTOBER
out ofit's Soviet port, but then loses is it when the RED OCTOBER
switches to it's state-of-the-art silent running mode. From there all
the parts are in motion and the movie takes offto a sensual explosion
with incredible special effects and underwater photography. John
McTiernan really out did himself here, leaving DIE HARD 'in the
dust with the awesome direction job he did.
You would think that such a large and action packedbook could not
possibly be made into a movie thatis comprehensive and entertain-
ing at the same time, but McTiernan dives deep into detail and
surfaces with yet another hit, that torpedoes him into the Steven
Spielberg category.
The casting for this film was well done. Alec Baldwin is Jack Ryan
the CIA analyst, main character and hero. Jack Ryan is also a
running character throughout Tom Clancy's books, such as: RED
STORM'RISING, PATRIOT GAMES, and THE CARDINAL INTHE
KREMLIN. In all these books Jack Ryan is the main character and
hero, not unlike the Ian Fleming character James Bond, originally
played by, of course, Sean Connery. It's an amzing question to ask
if the casting department had this in the back of their minds when
they chose Connery to play the Russian Commander. Connery
makes an incredible performance, probably the best of his career,
next to DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER.
Overall the movie is extraordinary and very well directed and
adpated. The movie is very similar to the book, as they even pulled
quotes straight from the book in some scenes.. The twists and the
conflictsare all there anda little was changedfrom the book, toadapt
to the screen. The movie is enjoyable and entertaining for all, yet for
those who read the book, it may seem anti-climactic.
By Marlin Starlu!y
and RobertByrne.
Wed. April 18 Sat. April 21
Tues. April 24 - Sat. April 28
All shows start at 8:00 pm
Baruch College
Studio Theater
17 Lexington Ave.(23rd Street)
Room" "911
Tickets are~$4.00
For information call (212) 725-3184




Conceived by John-Michael Tebelak
Music and New Lyrics by Stephen Schwartz
ODSPEL
A Gospel According to St. Matthew
THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER opened nationally on March 2, 1990 amidst a huge advertising
campaign that helped propell the film version of Tom CIancYs eold war thriller, directed by John
McTiernanand starringSean Connery, to the mostlucrativeweekendever for anyfilm outside the summer
or Thanksgiving seasons. "RED OCTOBER-generated $17,161,835, that sinks the previous record held by
HARLEM NIGHTSand thisyear's top three day weekendrecord setbyHARDTOKILL. "RED OCTOBER"
is now playingin 1,225theatre's nationallyandits$17million potavergesout toabout$14, 010 per theatre.
In THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER Sean Connery plays Captain .Marko Alexandrovich Ramius, the
most respected man in the Soviet underwater navy, who now bas the Kremlin and the rest of the world
thinking he has gone mad and stolen their most advanced typhoon class submarine, The RED OCTOBER.:
The sub is a totally offensive weapon and is designed with a revolutionary new drive system that makes
the U-boat faster than any other sub under the waves and makes it almost completely silent.
American intelligence tracks the RED OCTOBER from the Soviet shipyard, but than loses the craft. Soon
after that the entire Russian navy mobilizes itselfinto a massive search and destroy mission as they hunt
fOT RED OCTOBER.
In Washington, the Soviet Union want the American's to help them locate and destroy the sub as they
would have the White house believe that Ramius plans to perk the submarine offthe coast ofthe U.S. and
RED OCTOBER IS
THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER. Sean Connery, Alee Baldwin, &un Neill, JaDles Earl Jones,
and Joss Ackland. Directed by John McTiernan. SCreenplay by Larry Ferguson and Donald











They enjoy the challenge of
trying to find out whodunnit.. It
is· ,not necessary to spoon feed
audiences. Jamie Lee Curtis is
the one brightspotin this movie.
She does her best in the light of
a really bad script and her
presencemakesyou want tostick
around even when the story
starts to get goofy. She gets a
star for her efforts, unfortu-
nately BLUE STEEL chalks up
a big fat goose egg.
Today .moviegoera are smart.
S TARKS AR.TC'.. OSCARS ~J
Continued from page 13
Oliver Stone and the others just didn't seem to do.
-
.~.A BLOODY RIOT!·IF'YOU LIKE
7
BRIGHT, BAWDY, BIG LAUGHS,
RUN TO SEE 'NUNS ON THE RUN.'
THI,S IS ONE~ERY FUNNY MOVIE!" .
-Joanna Longfield, LBS RADIO NETWORK
STARTS FRIDAY, MARCH 16
AT SPECIALLY SE,UCTED THQTRES.
" 'NUNS ON THE RUN' IS
RIOTOUSLY FUNNY!"
-Jeffrey Lyons, SNEAK PREVIEWSIWCBS RADIO
.
HANDMADE FilMS Presenrs A JONATHAN lYNN F~m ERIC IDlE ROBBIE COLTRANe
NUNS ON THE RUN JANET SUZMAN Mu.. c by YEllO ond HIDDEN FACES Ce-Prodocer SIMON BOSANQUET
I- "':1 E...ccnv.. Produce rs GEO.RGE HARRISON ond DENIS O'BRIEN Produced by MICHAEL WHITE 118I.
ru.-~~~i ,.PCUl--__.: W,,"en ond D,,<'C,ed by JONATHAN lYNN [D.':~:~~} , IIiiII
.~-:~ _..~ ........_.-----~ ....~ .......................__ .... -
"A DIVINELY FUNNY FILM•••FILLED·
WITH LOTS OF LAUG,HS. IT'S ERIC
IDLE'S BEST WORK SINC,E,'MONTY
PYTHON,~~'NUNS'ON THE'RUN' IS
AN ALMIGHTY COMEDY!"
-Neil Rosen, WNCN-FM, NEW YORK CITY
when precinct detectives are-
unable to find the gunman's
weapon' and witnesses at the




into the hands of Eugene Hunt
(Ron Silver), a handsome,
wealthy commodities broker
who 'Yas in the supermarket at
the time the incident occurred.
Hunt is cursed with having the
psychotic delusion that love and
death are one and the same.
This movie starts off on an ill
precedence and just 'gets "iller"
as the movie progresses. Any
rookie cop fresh out of the acad-
emy knows all to well not too
engage a crime in progress, es-
pecially one where the perpe-
trator has a loaded .44 magnum
pointed at someone's face and
civilians lyingon thefloor around
'him, without their partner and
back up. It's just common police
sense...No,. it's just common
sense, period. At least make it
look like she had no choice in the
matter.
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there to move this totally predict-
able story deeper into the 1lbyss.
Thismoviejustreinfon:es theidea
that nothingbut weird, perverted
'psycho killers.1ive in New York.
Perhaps if the filmmakers had
taken the time to evaluate the
position and reasoning behind
Hunt's crazed state his character
wouldn't have appeared so weak.
The movie even had trouble get-
ting a grip on Megan's character.
aut that is neither here nor there
because by the time her character
was finally aired out the audience
had figured her out and the plot
Hunt begins tracking the rookie too, minutes before the fact thanks
cop, 'drawing her deeper into his !" to the producers' desire to tele-
lair by carvingher name into the graph each and every aspect of
bullets reserved for his vidims. the movie.
Ashis crazed and carnal pursuit
draws closer to Megan, her fam-
ilyand her friends she discovers
that there is only one thing more
dangerous than uncovering the
killer's fantasy, and that is be-
, coming it.
New York City'lJivision, Inc.
19 West 56th Stteet













and colleagues with the gift
of daffodils, the first flower




. (50 bunches / 10 flowers each)
Half-Carton






Call (212) 586-8700 Ext. 374
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into a great big joke as the audi-
ence is forced to sit there and
;- sarcastically walk these slow,
, ~ weak, and obviously dumb char-
; aders through a situation .that
~ could be figUred out by a brain
:' ~deadehimpanzee.BLUE STEEL,
starring Jamie Lee Curtis (A
nsa 'CALLED WANDA, DOM-
INICK AND EUGENE) and di-
rected and co-written by Kathyrn
Bigelow (NEAR DARK), is a film
that does just this. It's a film that
centers on all' those "assumed"
Hollywood ideas about cops, kill-
ers, and relationships. The unex-
pected is made obvious and the
obvious is made too obvious via a
tired old collection of bad movie
cliches. It's a movie that refuses
. to let the audience think. It leaves
nothing to the imagination andit
becomes more and more ofa chore
to stay interested in the alleged
action.













In11 Student 10. EURAIL
PASSES ISSUED ON THE .-1
SPOT! FREE Student Trav~
Catalog' '.
neil··
05 E. 4200 si . 356 W 34th St
New York NewYork
BLUE STEEL. StarringJamie Lee Curtis, Ron Silver~Clancy
Brown, ElizabethPena,and PhilipBosco.DiI"ectedbyKathryn
Bigelow. Written byKathryn Bigelowand Eric Red. Running
Time: 96 minutes. Rated B. A MGMlUA Release.
'.
SPELL will use a flexible, surre-
. alistic-stage which will be trans-
formed into various settings
through the use ofprops (Natalie
Merced~s will be in charge of
props.) and instead of using
clowns it will use a theatre com-
pany, each fitting a stereotypical
movie role, like "Hero" (Roger
Aguilera) and "Ingenue" (Aileen
Tamayo).. Each scene (each ex-
. cerpt from the Bible) may take
place in a. stereotypical movie
scene (a gangster movie scene,
for example). Okay, maybe it's a
little bit confusing; it took me a
while to figure it out myself. I
can'texplainitanybetter, though.
You'll just have to see it to know
what 'in the world I'm talking
about.
DS."
-In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477·9957; Virgin Islands
(St. CRJix.):7'73-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska. consult your local
phone diRctoIy.
C 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.
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As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonusof $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to" the New GI Bill.
Not to mentionrny monthly Army
Guard_paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard. ' .
And if I take out a college loan, the
.Guardwill help me pay it back-up to '
$1,500 a year, plus interest. '
It all adds UI? to$18,OOO-or more
-for college for Just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR. LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600;- OR MAILTHI~
COUPON.
SOrpeof the cast at an, earJY rehearsaL
When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college. '
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay. '
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
, Because IJoined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state dunng emergencies like hurri-
canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense. '
So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.
Godspell
Why GODSPELL Is Being ,
Reworked
How GODSPELL. Is Being
Reworked
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Con#nued from Page 19
Instead of taking place in an
abstract world within a cyclone
fence ("1 enjoyedit," says Spector, ,
"but I didn'tunderstandwhatthat .
was about"), Baruch's GO}},
In the original production, the
1 actors wore hippie-style psy- ~~x,
chadelic clown makeup and cos-
tumes. This, andotheraspects of





his first season as head coach'
and is hoping for afast start.
"We have a good bunch of guys
who work hard and want to
win."
Could this be Baruch's 'Year?
Well, you can find. out by
coming out to watch the
Statesmen play. You can show
school spirit and get a tan at
the same time. Their home
games are played at Gil Hodges
Baseball Field in Brooklyn. It's
right off exit 7S on the Belt
Parkway or you can get there
by taking the 'F' train to the
Van Sicklan station.
You can.pick up a schedule in
the gymnasium or athletic
department office.
Bob Froese: A true profeeionol:
1
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So far I have had no problems.
Bill and Ray have been very
cooperative and now we have a
home field. Baruch has been
terrific!"
The problem that many
Baruch.Athletic teams face is
lack offacilities. Also, Baruch
has never been able to go to
Florida (like many other
division rivals) and practice in
the warm weather.
Sheehan sees no problem with
that either. "The gym is fine.
We have practiced there about
20 times already. And we also
have been outdoors a few times.
We're also going to Florida on
Mar. 29 for eigh t games."




Continued from Page 24
the defense will be our main-
stay though. Anticipate a
better brand of baseball this
season"
What a relief! Last season,
the Statesmen committed a ton
of errors and had an uncanny
knack of leaving runners in
scoring position.
Coming into a new program
can be tough but Sheehan has
no complaints. "It's easier to
come into a program that
wants to build up than go into
an established one.
the Stands, Knocking the Ball
,off an Opponents Leg, Gaining
Possession of the Ball For Your
Team, Play ofthe Game"?
The Nets would be adding to
the franchise of fiascoes if they
don't sign Sam Bowie.
Pre Pre-Season Picks:
NL West-- San Diego Padres
NL East- NewYorkMets
AL West-' Kansas city
Royals
AL East-- Toronto Blue Jays
Have you bought your copy of
STREET NEWS today?
in it, would you return it?" And
Yogi's reply, "Only if the guy
was poor."
Bob Froese hasn't made a
meaningful contribution on the
ice, in what must be months.
Yet, he is always smiling and
is first offthe bench to congratu-
late his teammates and support
the winning goalie.
He hasn't complained, pouted,
whined, cried, beenlate for
practice, asked to be traded,
, entered a clinic, shaved points,
.bet on his team, bet against his
team...
The best number three goalie
in hockey has been a true pro-
fessional. All sports would be a
better place if there were more
like Bob Froese.
The- slam-dunk is the most
over-hyped, overrated, over-
used, over -talked about play in
all of sports.
A six-six or taper man drop-
ping a ball into a hole doesn't
take much skill or practice.
After every Knick game, the
announcers show a "Dunk of the
Game."
Yikes.
How about the "Pass of the
Game", "Long Range Shot of the




In the February 23, issue of
Hockey News, Stan "Always a
'Boo', Never a ~ay'" Fischler,
wrote, "If Calgary wins the o
Stanley Cup, I'll eat this
column with chinese mustard."
There is just one thing I want'
to say...
GO FLAMES!
I have the column saved and
the mustard waiting.
I just hope it's not a long line.
Pete Myers should spark the
New Jersey Nets to, wen, at
least some closer losses.
The North Calolina State
basketball program isn't in
what could be called "top notch"
shape, is it? .
I feel worst for Rodney
Monroe, who will be missed in
this NCAA-Tournament. '
My first reaction when I heard
that the Knicks traded Rod
Strickland for Mo Cheeks was...
"And."
My second favorite Islander is
Hubie McDonough.
Don Maloney is my favorite.
Greg Butler would have
trouble winning the starting
ballboy spot.
The Bi-Weekly Yogism: Casey
,Stengal to Berra: "If you found
a wallet with a mi11ion dollars
,
'If,
our goals due to a lack of
practice and dedication. Our
goals were to improve on last
year (a very successful season)
and to work as one."
Weiner also pleaded for
athletes to be allowed to regis-
ter early. "There are maybe
100 student-athletes and the
school refuses. I had girls
missing a lot of practice time
(due to classes). It was very
frustrati ng."
"I'm looking forward to next
year. Everyone's returning."
NOTES:
The Hilary Williams honor
roll: She was the CUNY M.V.P
for the second consecutive
season. She was the player of
the week, three times. In only
three years she became the AII-
Time leading scorer in the
CUNY Conference. Other
notable numbers: Foward,
Maria Epp averaged 11.9 ppg,
6.6 rpg, and 4.1 apg. Wilda
Colon grabbed 11.2 rpg and
, blocked almost two shots per
game. Point-guard, Stephanie
Varcados dished off over four
assists a game and shot a
respectable 33 percent from
three-point range,.. connecting




ity t · "111 0 WUl•••
-Coach Weiner
on loss to John Jay
They blew out John Jay, 64-
43.
And the team had an unusu-
ally balanced scoring attack.
Wilda Colon led the team with
18 points. Maria Epp added 16,
while CUNY M.V.P, Williams
scored a low- for her- 12
points. Williams also grabbed
14 rebounds.
Weiner, on the season corn-
mented, ~e did not achieve
ON A DOWN NOTE
By MICKEY KRAMER In the opening round of the
CUNY Tournament, Baruch
A season which C?ach Penny. played their old nemesis, John
Weiner called, "Frustrating and Jay, for the third straight time.
disappointing" ended with a ' I This time "everything was
loss to Hunter in CUNY Tour- clicking".
nament semi-finals. In practice, the Stateswomen
Hunter, seeded one and unde- worked on a 2-2-1 trap called
feated in the Conference, trailed' "chase". "We created turnovers
early on to the Stateswomen. allover the place", Weiner
An 8-0 run early in the second added.
half put Baruch down to stay.
Baruch lost an excellent game
by a 62-57 final. '
Hilary Williams scored 15 of
her 23 points' in the second
half, in a losing cause.
On Feb. 15, played John Jay in
the opening round of the
Hudson Valley Tournament.
Weiner called the game a "sad
story".
In the rlgular season finale,
Baruch defeated Jay by six.
"We went into the Tournament
pretty optimistic."
Baruch lost by one, 45-44.
You won't hear coach Weiner
call the foul line, the charity
stripe. The Stateswomen hit a
ridiculous 4 of 24 shots from the
foul line.
Weiner said, "We played fairly
well. We should've won. We
had every opportunity to win ...
They kept fouling Hilary."
By LAURA REISMAN.
The Baruch bowling teams have achieved some personal and
collective victories in the past and current season.
The 19~-89 season ended on a high note as both the men and
women won their respective Championships. Douglas Tong (654)
won the award for .highest three-game series.. Sakena Parker,
women's team captain, dominated the wornens division by taking
awards for high game (247), high series (581) and high average
(164).




. This year was a little different.
The men's team started the season with a 7-2 record, but trailed
Cooper Union, which had a 9-0 mark. The Statesmen suffered
their biggest setback on Feb. 25, when they failed to regain first
place from Union.
The Stateswomen had their problems as well. After leading the
women's division for two years, they found themselves the only
team entered in the women's division this year. Coach Doug York
made an effort to recruit teams from the greater N.Y area but. ,
finally admitted defeat in January. "Maybe, next year, we can get
it rolling again", said the Coach. In the meantime, the women are
bowling in regional tournaments, the.most notable being the
Metropolitan Tournament held in Ramsey N.J.In that Tourney,
Parker bowled a 276, the high game for the Tournament.
Individual highlights: Hanny Gee- high series (598); Eric Soto-
mayer- team high winning percentage (.773); Joon Kang- team
high game (244), third in the League. Parker, bowling in the men's
League, has an impressive 185.4 average, but hasn't bowled in
enough games to qualify for the lead. Team captain notes, "The
overall averages are lower this year due to difficult lane condi-
tions."
'.
.. __ ~ _r.. · _ .. -__ __ ._. __ .' __ ~:
..... -THE OFFICE OF COUNSELING
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ,SERVICES








available $6 - $15 an hour.
Salary and commission plus
bonuses. Flexible 3 - 4 hr. shifts
from 10 am - 9 pm. Paid
training. Bellerose / Levittown
Smithtown offices. Call
v-. Perry (718) 470-9100
FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALL-
ING. PLUS RAISE UP TO '
$1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS.
Student groups, frats and .
sororities needed for marketlng
project on campus. For details
plus your FREE GIFT,grou~f­
fleers call 1-800-765-8472
Ext. 50
Better than the billboards!!!!
\VI~ A HAWAIIAN VACATION
OR BIG SCREEN TV PLCS













, FREE- Spring Break Trip-FREB
Promote and escort our Daytone
Trip, Good Pay and Fun. Cali
(CM!) Campus Marketing
1-800-423-5264
Looking for a fraternity,
sorority or student organization
that would like to make $500-
$1,000 fora one week oncampus
'marketing project. Must be
organized and hard-working.
Call Elizabeth or Myra at
1-800-592-2121
National Marketing Firm seeks
mature student to manage
oncampus promotions for top
companies this school year.
Flexible hours with earnings
potential to $2,500 per
semester. Mlist be organi zed,
hardworking and money












The Quality ~f Life PJr~gJramm
WHAT YOU NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT AIDS..
Cometo a discussion with




SEX and DRUGS and
_-----~--------------·1
April 19 - Networking- What is it? Why use it? How to do it.
One of the most valuable skills you can have -- and how to
develop it! Not just for your career but for your major -- and life
satisfaction, as well. i i n fin
April 26 - How to Narrow Down Your CareerOptions and Choose
Can't decide between majors? between careers? Whether you're
grappling with 2,,3, or 5 alternatives, this. workshop will show you
how to make decisions in a rational, planful way -- a way you can -
apply again and again -- whenever you're faced with hard
decisions. f r
C) TIME MANAGE M~NT - Coping with Work & Studies
(Ms. Van Harte)
March 20 &27; Tuesdays; 12:30 - 2:00 pm
Do you have a hard time combining work, studies and a personal
life? Do you find it hard keeping to a planned schedule? Do you
tend to procrastinate? If so, come to these workshops and learn
ways to improve your time management skills.
, Come in for anappolntrnent and/or sign up for workshops/groups ofyour
choice! Take advantage of our newly expanded career counseling staff
for Spring 1990.
All Workshops/Groups will met in the Office of Counseling and Psycho-
logical Services, unless otherwise noted.
Room 1731 Mon. - Fri. 9 am -'5 pm
360 Park Avenue South Evening hours ar~ available by appointment only.
(between 25th and 26th Streets) Call (212) 725-4458 9 am - 5 pm
.j
March 29 - How to Increase Your Career 1.0.
What kind of job j's that?' MOO people really do that kind of
work?' Find out about hundreds of different possibilities 'out
there' in the world of work. i i n f n r r
.cwestimls.
The Baruch College Office of Counseling and Psychological Services has a staff of experience and professionally trained psychologists and counselors
who can help. Services are provided nee of cost to all Baruch students. Every student's contact with the office is strictly confidential!
You may choose:
,- Individual Counseling for any Dersonal problems or concerns and for any career Qlannin~concerns.
- Special Workshops
NEW WORKSHOPS ( Save the dates! )
A) CAN YOU BE THIN ENOUGH? (Ms. L. Kapchan)
March 15th; Thursdays; (12:~O - 2:30 pm)
Do you, or a friend, Have fears and anxiety about eating? Do
you always feel and believe you're overweight? If so, come to a
workshop to discuss these issues, share your concerns with
others, or just to listen.
B) CAREERS AND LUNCH (Dr. -Toni Heris)
Special Workshops on career related topics - especially for
Baruch students.
Bring your lunch! All Workshop held in .Bn.om..1lQ9;
j 2:30 - 2:00;~
March 15 - Fitting into the World of Work
A broad look at personalities and careers:
What you like (and don't like) -- what you're best at (and worst
at) -- what you value (and don't value) -- can all combine to help
you make decisions about choosing a career. This workshop
will help you understand the relationship between interests,
abilities, values -- and specific majors and careers.~. .
I n r n
•
' ..
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VOLLEYBALL TEAM GAINS REVENGE
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Smash: A Baruch front line player with the kilL
-,>t.
; By. MlCKEY KRAMER
On the proverbial "roll".:'~·~ ...-" .
Baruch's volleyballteam has JVon four consecutive matches to
raise their record to an impressive 13-7.
On March 5, at home, the Statesmen thrashed York in three
straight sets. It was an N.C 01" no contest.
On March 3, Baruch had a home game against Lehman. The
Statesmen had revenge on their minds. Earlier in the season,
Baruch arrived 10 minutes late, and Lehman accepted the foreit
victory.
This rematch would not be- easy. It went the full five sets.
The first game wasn't close. Baruch lost 15-5. As Chris Demers
said, "We got blown." ,
Baruch evened the score with a15-8 victory in game two.
Game three was special.-The Statesmen trailed 14-6. One more point for Lehman and they-
grab a two games to one lead. The point was almostimpossible to
get. ~
Make that, impossible.
Ten consecutive points by the Statesmen led them to a stirring
16-14 game three victory. Demers on the comeback, "We were so
happy."
Baruch let down a little to lose a close game four, 15-11.
The Statesmen regained control to beat Lehmen soundly, 15-8
inthe fifth and final game.
David Rosado after the game, "They weren't as good as five sets.
We wanted this real bad., The passing was better and-the hitti-ng
was great... They threw us off with their dinks."
Hi tter, Billy Sappia said, "The games we won, we played really
well. Our passing was better than usual and we were looking to
get back at them for the forfeit."
Coach Stanley Barbot on the revenge factor, "Revenge was a part
ofit, but-itworked'aga1nst 'us;~we-were'-ooo'anxrous.-
on Feb. 25, the Statesmeri defeated USMMA in' straight Sets, but
all was not well.
Barbot said, "It was an easy team for us, but sometimes we go
down to their level."
Thirteen wins and 7 defeats; the Statesmen are rolling.
Assistant A.D. Ray Rankis
agreed whole heartedly with
the choice. "Dan is very profes-
sional, thorough and funda-
mentally sound, He has a good
rapport with the players. He
works them hard, but gets
respect."
What will the team look like
- - .
when the season opens up on
Mar. 171 Coach Sheehan says
that all of the players are equal
and are able to contribute. The
only players that seem to have
a lock are the pi!fhers Jeff
Straub and Mark Krawiec.
Calling the shots behind the
plate will be Andrew Scrivani.
The rest are still up in the air.
The leading candidates are:
Armondo Lugo, SteveLafsalle,
Eddie Castro, Jose Rivera,
Kassem Sares and Bobby
Serrano.
Sheehan says that he will
keep 26 players on the roster
this season.
Since last season the team
was unsoundin many areas,
which area will Baruch work on
the most? Sheehan says, "we
have to work on our hitting ...
Continued on Page 23
coach at Drew University.
Before that, head coach at
Zavarian High School in
Brooklyn, as well as coached at
the Florida Coast Baseball
School and Big League Baseball
Camp in Montclair, N.J.
Baruch College is not known
for it's powerhouse athletic
teams. So why the change? -Ifit
were because of poor records,
few coaches would last long.
Athletic Director Bill Eng
explains, "John has been at at
Baruch for a lon.g time. Re-
cently, there was a lack of
enthusiasm which was rubbing
off on the players. We felt the
team needed to be motivated
better.
We went out to look for a new
coach. Dan had .sent his resume
to OUT office a few months
earlier and I saw that his cre-
dentials were good and that he
had an extensive background. I
got permission to talk to him, _
liked what I saw and hired him.
(Only two other candidates were
interviewed.) ... There was a
large turnout for tryouts and
the kids are enthusiastic and
more motivate-d."
A back-row pass headed for setter Buy Tran (8).
~SEASON
NEW COACH
BASEBALL TEAM BEGINS A NEW SEASON
WITH A ROOKIE COACH"
By STEVEN SeHEER
Spring; the season when the
weather gets warmer, the birds
fly north again, hockey's second
season begins and major league
baseball players head to Florida
and Arizona for Spring training.
This spring, three of the four
will probably come true. As of
press time, the owners and
players are still negotiating to
try and put an end to the month
old lockout.
So, if you want baseball now,
you won't find it at Shea and
Yankee Stadium's. You will be
able to find it at Gil Hodges
Baseball Field in Brooklyn, the
new home: field of the States-
men.
Last season, the Statesmen
started out at a dismal 0-10, but
finished at 7-17.
- -
A change was needed so coach
John Krochak was let go and
replaced by Dan Sheehan.
Krochak was a four year player
for Baruch before coaching for
five years.
Sheehan comes to Baruch with
some impressive credentials.
Last year he was assistant
--""'-
I
